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ABSTRACT 

 

Optical Network-on-chip (Optical-NoC) is a promising and emerging on-chip optical 

interconnect technology to develop energy-efficient and high-performance inter-core 

communication for many-core processors. By utilizing the silicon interconnects to transmit 

optical signals, it can achieve ultra-low communicational latency, high bandwidth capacity, and 

low energy consumption. While several studies have been conducted on designing optical-NoC 

architecture and routing schemes to support proper communication, most of the existing 

solutions adopt the methods that were used for electrical interconnects. These solutions limit to 

achieve the full advantage of optical-NoC communications. Moreover, most of them focus only 

on their proposed architecture and routing schemes used to perform communication on those 

architectures. Hence, this thesis shall address the design of an efficient communication scheme 

for optical-NoC architectures by taking into account the distinctive characteristics and 

constraints of an optical-NoC.  

This thesis examines and studies the problem from a network-level perspective. The design 

methodology is to deploy optimal routes between PE nodes, with the objective of efficiently 

utilizing optical waveguide deployment. The novelty is to adopt an optical NoC architecture, 

which helps to act as a brick-like structure and helps to configure other big optical-NoC 

architectures. As per routing schemes, two routing algorithms are proposed to fulfill different 

communication requirements.   

To begin with, the photonic integrated circuits (PICs) or optical networks on chip (Optical-

NoC) are proposed, which helps to provide a promising solution for on-chip optical 

communication. Optical-NoCs are providing a better solution with respect to the traditional 

NoC interconnects which face major challenges such as latency, bandwidth, and energy 

consumption. Optical-NoCs have the ability to provide low power communication and high 

data processing at ultra-high speeds. To provide efficient optical communication proper 

waveguide deployment is one of the major challenges in Optical-NoC architectures. Thus our 

main focus is to provide an optimal deployment of waveguide among PE nodes. In this 

architecture, we have used micro-ring resonators (MRRs) which helps to connect each PE node 

to the main waveguide. These MRRs were used to filter specific optical signals from the main 

waveguide. Obtained results show the proper working of MRR by filter specific optical signals 
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from the main waveguide, providing less communicational latency, and used as a brick-like 

structure to configure other big architectures. 

Additionally, Communication among PE nodes plays an important role in overall throughput. 

In different architectures, different routing algorithms are introduced to perform proper 

communication. While path reservation criteria were observed as one of the bottlenecks for 

overall optical transmission. This path reservation criteria also provided many flaws like idle 

node, path blocking issue, and a deadlock situation.  Thus, our main focus is to develop a routing 

algorithm that employs alternate methods than path reservation criteria for providing 

communication among PE nodes. Further, the results show proper communication among nodes 

as well as provides deadlock-free communication. Obtained results show a new qualitative 

diagram that removes path reservation criteria, provides less hop count, the shortest path 

between PE nodes and uses less energy consumption while performing optical communication.  

Furthermore, In Optical-NoC fault occurrence is one of the major issues due to the delicate 

nature of Optical-NoC. These components consist of the waveguide, MRR, and other 

components which are very delicate in nature.  A slight change in temperature makes MRRs 

faulty, which results in the miss delivery of messages and overall system failure. Thus, we have 

proposed a fault-tolerant routing algorithm that helps to eliminate faulty nodes and achieves the 

next optimal shortest path between PE nodes to perform optical communication under faulty 

conditions. This approach helps our proposed optical-NoC to become more reliable as well as 

provide better performance in terms of fault occurrence. Results show proper communication 

among nodes under the faulty condition with acceptable availability ratio, algorithm running 

time, hop count, successful delivery ratio, and energy consumption. 

Overall, this work aims to propose an optical-NoC architecture and two routing algorithms that 

help to maintain and provide efficient optical communication among PE nodes. They have 

advantages like low design complexity, proper communication power and helps to make the 

proposed architecture fault-tolerant in nature. These methods may help to achieve high 

communication power which helps to supports high computation requirements.   
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1  Introduction 

From last few decades, researchers have diverted their focus from the solutions based on single 

powerful microprocessors, towards parallel systems made of an increasing amount of PE cores 

integrated on a single chip. As we are scaling down in the deep microns from micro-meter to 

nano-metre [1, 2]. The speed of processing elements is increasing and the speed of 

communicational media between them is decreasing. With the reduction in fabrication scale, 

the productivity gap between the computation elements and the communication element is 

increasing. In order to separate the gap between communication and computation, network-on-

chip (NoC) is the architecture that provides flexibility and quality of service (QoS).    

System on chip (SoCs) was introduced in the early 1990s, the solution for providing high 

communication power or the communicational structure has been generally distinguished by 

traditional methods like buses, point-to-point links, and dedicated wires [2,3]. Figure 1.1, 

represents some examples of traditional communication structures used to provide proper 

communicational power. In these traditional structures, the number of processing elements (PE) 

like RAM, ROM, GPU, CPU, and input/output are connected to perform proper communication 

between them. While performing communication at a particular time some of the PE uses the 

provided channel while others go into the wait condition, this wait provides a bottleneck for 

overall computation power.   

 

In this context, on-chip communication structures play a critical role in overall performance. 

This infrastructure provides the required provision to distribute the desired computation 

I/O Memory 

DISP CPU 

I/O Memory 

DISP CPU 

I/O Memory 

DISP CPU 

Figure 1.1: Examples of traditional communication channels, (a) Bus Interconnects, 

(b) Point-to-point Interconnects and (c) Dedicated wires interconnects 

(a)  (b) (c) 
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between different PEs. A proper communication channel that provides high communication 

power directly impacts the overall system's power consumption and performance. NoCs are one 

of the brilliant paradigms for maintaining as well as organizing the communication in SoCs due 

to their modular and scalable nature. Although, these NoCs are still restrained by several 

challenges like latency, power consummation, noise, and bandwidth [3].  

1.2  Network on Chip 

Network-on-chip is a concept of moving from computational-centric design to the 

communicational-centric design and implementing scalable communication structure. The 

combination of both off-chip networks and VLSI design gave rise to the formation of NoCs. 

These NoCs are seen to be a promising unifying concept rather than a specific new solution.  

This network plays an important role in providing proper communication among PEs. Figure 

1.2, represents the basic idea of NoC, these are basically consist of four major parts known as 

the core, network adaptor, routing node, and link [2]. These components work together to 

provide efficient communication among PEs to achieve high performance.   

 

 The core consists of the processing elements and memory unit that are used to perform 

specific computations in NoCs. It is considered one of the main components of NoC.  

 Network Adaptors are used to implement an interface by which cores (node, PEs) are 

attached to the NoC. Its main function is to separate computation from communication.    

 Routing nodes were used to provide a specific data route between PE nodes according to the 

chosen protocol. They work on specific protocols and routing strategies.     

Core Network Adaptor 

Routing Node Link 

Figure 1.2: Topical illustration of 4x4 NoC structure. 
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 Link acts as a communication channel between nodes, which provides bandwidth power to 

NoC. These links may consist of one or more channels. 

Figure 1.2 only shows the basic composition of NoCs, while the diversity of NoCs is dependent 

upon the type of composition and clustering used. There are particularly three types of NoCs, 

(i) homogenous NoCs: in this configuration same type of cores and routers are used, (ii) 

heterogeneous NoCs: in this configuration different cores are used and (iii) application-specific 

NoCs: in this configuration different cores as well as network is customized to perform 

specifically according to the application.      

  

(a) (b) 

 

 

(c) (d) 

Figure 1.3: Different types of topological designs (a) 2D mesh, (b) 4x4 tours, (c) binary 

tree and (d) Irregular connectivity. 
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Figure 1.3, represents some topological designs used in NoCs. This topology concerns the 

connectivity as well as the layout of the PE nodes and links on the chip. These links between 

the PE nodes provide desired communication power which helps to support high computation. 

Some of the properties of NoCs are reliability of system, predictable electrical nature, easy to 

scale regular geometry, guarantees flexible QoS, higher bandwidth, reusable components, and 

physical nature.  

1.3  Types of On-Chip Interconnect 

Links between PE cores plays an important role in enhancing overall performance. There are 

mainly four types of on-chip interconnects, wired NoCs, wireless NoCs, Optical NoCs, and 

Hybrid NoCs. Figure 1.4 shows the graphical representation of on-chip interconnects and shows 

how the combination of two or more interconnects provides hybrid interconnects.  

 

Figure 1.4 : Types of On-Chip Interconnect 

 

1.3.1  Wired Network on chip  

The instable market requires a new solution regarding old interconnects. To fulfill these 

requirements, early NoC uses wires as interconnect between nodes. Instead of using traditional 

connections use of copper and gold wires was introduced due to their friendly nature [3, 4].  

These wired networks help each PE node to provide a proper communication channel, as 

compared to the traditional link they are more capable of providing efficient communication 

power. 
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of 4×4 2D wired NoC 

 

As per Figure 1.5, a basic idea of wired NoC is presented in which wire interconnects are used 

to provide proper communication among nodes. In this, we have demonstrated 4×4 2D mesh 

architecture which contains the total of 16 PE nodes. This figure only demonstrates the 

topological aspect, while in the case of performing communication this figure may employ 

circuit switching, packet switching, or entirely different logic. The promising factors of using 

wired NoCs over traditional methods is that they provide scalability to the architecture, 

eliminate traditional interconnect, provide energy-efficient communication, eliminate design 

complexity, and derives high overall throughput [5].      

There were many routing techniques introduced to perform proper communication in NoCs. 

These routing algorithms were divided into two parts oblivious routing technique and adaptive 

routing technique [6, 7]. The oblivious routing follows predefined steps to reach its destination. 

In this routing algorithm, the packet will be transmitted to a defined path regardless of the result. 

Another routing technique rather than oblivious routing is known as adaptive routing [7, 8, 9, 

10], this technique is useful to avoid deadlock and livelock conditions. This technique defines 

its own path at run time and reach its destination by choosing the best path. Some examples of 

common routing techniques used in NoCs are XY, XYX, direction first, and odd-even routing. 
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1.3.2 Wireless Network on Chip  

In the early days wired NoCs are capable of providing efficient results by supporting proper 

communication required with respect to the computation power. Due to the increase in demand 

for computation power, some limitations have emerged in wired-NoCs like less bandwidth to 

support high computation, high overall latency, multiple hop count, and use of excess power. 

Out of all these limitations hop counts become the bottleneck for enhancing efficiency and 

energy consumption [11, 12]. 

 

Figure 1.6: Illustration of 4x4 2D Wireless NoC 

 

These new emerging limitations motivate researchers to use other interconnect instead of wires 

in NoCs. The use of new interconnects instead of wire gave rise to the new architecture known 

as wireless NoC, in wireless NoCs wires are replaced by radio frequency (RF) signals or Wi-Fi 

signals[13,14,15,16]. Figure 1.6, shows a common diagram of wireless NoCs which uses 

wireless routers to provide proper communication among PE nodes. The topology used in 

Wireless NoC is mostly mesh-based, as they are more efficient in terms of energy consumption, 

area utilization, and overall performance.  

The most promising results provided by wireless NoCs are high communication power as 

compared to wired interconnect, reduce heating problems, less energy consumption, and less 

hop count while performing communication. Hop count is considered as one of the promising 
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results of NoC as it directly affects overall latency as well as QoS [17, 18]. Minimum hop count 

in Wireless NoC was achieved up to one, thus wireless NoC is the best alternative to enhance 

communication power as compared to wired NoCs.     

1.3.3 Optical Network on Chip  

As per the continuous growth of processing cores in high computation systems and as per 

Moore's law, other interconnects (wire, wireless, and hybrid) are becoming a bottleneck for 

overall systems performance [19]. As new advancements are continuously done over 

computation elements while on the same hand communication channels are lacking behind. 

After all, efficient and powerful communication infrastructures are the backbone of high 

computational systems [20]. The interconnects like wire and wireless have many limitations 

like low bandwidth, less communicational latency, low QoS, and high power usage as compared 

to optical interconnects. Thus, the previous interconnect methods were not that much efficient 

in terms of providing high communication especially in the case of real-time application [21]. 

 

Figure 1.7: Communication power vs. computation power 
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The concept of using optical interconnects to perform communication was introduced in late 

1980s, but the use of optics on such a small scale has recently came into existence. These optical 

interconnects consist of carrier waveguide to provide proper connection among PE nodes 

instead of wire and wireless interconnects. There are many researchers who compared the 

optical interconnects with other interconnects [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. In those works, the 

authors studied the power consumption, bandwidth and also provided benefits of using on-chip 

optical interconnects over traditional interconnects. In terms of power consumption, the 

traditional systems consuming more as compared to optical interconnects. While in the case of 

bandwidths optical interconnects work in Tbps, whereas traditional interconnects works in 

Gbps which is one of the promising factors for using optical interconnects. As per Figure 1.7, 

optical interconnects show the capability to achieve proper communication power to support 

high computation power and provide better overall performance.      

As per its promising nature towards NoC, many researchers are still working to produce 

efficient optical on-chip architectures. There are many drawbacks that degrade optical NoC’s 

performance like noise, complex waveguide configuration, and less reliable nature. Although, 

many researchers are working on new hybrid techniques for NoCs that includes making 

dedicated optical interconnects, wire-optical NoCs and wireless-optical NoCs to achieve better 

results and enhance NoC’s overall performance [25, 27, 28].             

1.3.4 Hybrid Network on Chip  

Hybrid NoCs are constructed by combining one or more interconnects on a single chip. There 

are many hybrid interconnects like wire-wireless, wires-optical, wireless optical, and wire-

wireless-optical on a single chip [19, 21, 24, 25, 26]. These NoCs provide high performance by 

using PE node links as per data rate requirements. But on the other hand implementation of 

hybrid interconnects on a single chip as well as routing algorithms to perform proper 

communication is very complex in nature.  
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1.4  Motivation 

Communication barriers are still one of the emerging issues for supporting high computational 

requirements. This problem is addressed by many researchers through theoretical as well as 

practical point of view. It can be described as the communication power of traditional 

interconnects (wired and wireless) that are not capable of providing the balance between 

computation power and communication power. Many solutions are proposed to support high 

computation power and to counter this problem [1, 3, 10, 12, 13, 17]. Some solution regarding 

this problem includes wired NoCs, wireless NoCs, optical NoCs, and hybrid NoCs. Out of all 

these solutions, optical NoCs show promising results and have proven their significance by 

providing high communication power to support high computation. Some of the promising 

results shown by researchers are high bandwidth, less overall communication latency, provides 

an energy-efficient system, and improves overall performance [20, 22, 23, 24, 25]. It is also 

observed that these optical NoCs are highly efficient in terms of real-time application-specific 

computation (VR and AR) as they require high computation as well as communication at the 

same time. Some of the major promising factors of using optical interconnects are:   

 Provides a high communicational bandwidth. 

 Allows less power consumption while communicating. 

 Provides latency in pico-seconds and femto-seconds in small-scale systems. 

 Used in optical-based cloud serves. 

 Design application-based systems with high computation. 

 Provides a hybrid switch technique for fast decision-making. 

 Provide virtual channels in wire and wireless-NoC. 

Apart from all the promising factor, there are many research gaps that are encounter from 

several research papers. 

 Different Topological Optical-NoC architecture. 

 Lack of efficient waveguide deployment. 

 Proper Routing techniques. 

 Using path reservation criteria. 

 Fault Occurrence in Optical-NoC. 
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1.5  Objective 

Motivated by the above discussion, it is clear that there is a large room for the development of 

optical NoCs architecture. Furthermore, the optical NoC architecture has major challenges 

regarding topological design, waveguide allocation criteria, routing technique, and efficient 

routing algorithm for flawless communication. The aim of this work is to provide proper 

waveguide deployment among PE nodes as well as routing algorithms to perform proper 

communication. The objectives of this work are based on motivation featured as: 

 To develop a new architecture to overcome topology techniques in Optical-NoC 

architecture. 

 Design new routing algorithm which works on the proposed architecture. 

 To develop a fault-tolerant system that provides high reliability in Optical-NoC. 

 

 

 

1.6  Thesis Organization 

The thesis is structured as follows: 

Chapter 1:  Introduction 

This chapter gives a brief representation of the introduction about NoC and 

interconnects used in NoCs, motivation behind our work, and objectives of the 

research. 

 

Chapter 2:  Related Literature 

This chapter gives a review and essential background about an Optical-NoCs 

architectures design schemes and communication algorithms. The literature 

survey is categorized into optical-NoC architectures, routing algorithm for 

communication, and fault-tolerant methods for optical-NoC. 

 

Chapter 3:  Modern Architecture For Optical Networks On Chip 

This chapter discusses the first objective, which involves the design of new 

architecture for optical interconnects in NoC. Additionally, it explores 

waveguide design as well as micro-ring resonator (MRR) design. These MRRs 

are proposed to efficiently perform communication among different PE nodes. 
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This chapter is drawn from the following publication: 

 Kapil Sharma, Vivek Kumar Sehgal. "Modern architecture for photonic 

networks-on-chip." The Journal of Supercomputing (2020): 9901-9921. 

DOI: 10.1007/s11227-020-03220-2. 

     

Chapter 4: Sustainable Communication For Optical Networks-On-Chip 

This chapter is based on the second objective, which includes the design of a 

new routing algorithm. The proposed routing algorithm works on different 

optical-NoC architectures, configured from several brick like structure. 

Proposed algorithm derives optimal path and provides proper communication 

among PE nodes. 

This chapter is drawn from the following publication: 

 Kapil Sharma, Vivek Kumar Sehgal, “Energy-efficient and sustainable 

communication in optical networks on chip”, Sustainable Computing: 

Informatics and Systems, Volume 28, 2020, 100426, ISSN 2210-5379  

DOI: 10.1016/j.suscom.2020.100426 

 Kapil Sharma, and Vivek Kumar Sehgal, "Optical-NoC: Future of New 

Computational Systems," 2020 IEEE 17th India Council International 

Conference (INDICON), 2020, pp. 1-6.  

DOI: 10.1109/INDICON49873.2020.9342176 

 

Chapter 5: Dealing With Fault Occurrence in Optical Networks-On-Chip 

In this chapter, we have proposed a methodology that makes our optical-NoC 

fault-tolerant in nature, because of their delicate nature. These optical 

components have a higher probability of getting faulty, thus it affects overall 

architecture’s reliability.   

This chapter is drawn from the following publication: 

 Kapil Sharma, and Vivek Kumar Sehgal, "Improved and Efficient Optical-

NoC Architecture," 2021 6th International Conference for Convergence in 

Technology (I2CT), 2021, pp. 1-5. 

DOI: 10.1109/I2CT51068.2021.9417946. 
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 Kapil Sharma, and Vivek Kumar Sehgal, “Dealing with Fault Occurrence 

in Optical Networks-on-Chip”, IEEE Transactions on Computers. 

(communicated) 

 

Chapter 6:  Simulation Methodology 

This chapter gives an insight about the software and hardware tools used to 

validate the proposed new techniques in Optical NoC. 

 

Chapter 7:  Results and Discussion 

This chapter includes overall simulation results which are obtained to validate 

our proposed new techniques. It also helps to overcome the research gaps in the 

field of Optical NoC.      

    

Chapter 8: Conclusion and Future Scope 

This chapter concludes and summaries the work of the thesis and the future 

direction of our work in the field of Optical-NoC.   
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CHAPTER 2 

RELATED LITERATURE 

 

2.1  Introduction  

Interconnects are one of the major components of NoC. These interconnects help to join each 

PE node efficiently to provide proper communication power among them. The communication 

power achieved through these interconnects, helps to maintain the computation power. 

Although, communication power is the backboned of every high end computation system, 

higher the communication power higher will be its over computation power. These are mainly 

three types of interconnects used in NoCs wired-interconnects, wireless interconnects and 

optical-interconnects. In wired interconnects wires like gold and copper wires were used to 

connect PE nodes [1, 2, 3]. In wireless interconnects wires were eliminated and replaced by 

wireless signals like RF signal and Wi-Fi signal [14, 16, 17, 18], because wires provides less 

communication power as compared to wireless. The previous interconnects shows many 

limitation in terms of overall communication power. Thus optical interconnects are introduced 

to replace wire and wireless link with carrier waveguides [22, 23, 25]. In this Nano-optical 

fibres or waveguides are used to provide connection between PE nodes.   

2.2  Review of Optical Interconnect 

The related literature survey is mainly focused on optical interconnects. This section is divided 

into three sub-parts which includes architecture design of Optical-NoC, algorithm used in 

Optical-NoC and fault-tolerant methods used in Optical-NoC. Architecture design in Optical-

NoC includes configuration of optical interconnects i.e waveguide among PE nodes. While 

routing algorithms in Optical-NoC were used to perform proper communication among PE 

nodes. Fault tolerant methods are defined as the measures used in Optical-NoC to deal with 

faulty situation and provide proper communication among PE nodes.  

We have summarise some of the important papers which includes architecture design, routing 

algorithm and fault tolerant methods used in Optical-NoC. Subsection 2.2.1 includes related 

review on architecture design, subsection 2.2.2 includes important papers regarding algorithm 
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used to perform communication among PE nodes and in last subsection 2.2.3 includes fault 

tolerant methods used in Optical-NoC. 

   

2.2.1  Optical-NoC Architecture Design. 

This section explores various Optical-NoC architectures which are used to provide proper 

waveguide deployment among nodes, concluded in Table 2.1. These waveguides are used to 

provide high communication speed among PE nodes by replacing both wire and wireless 

interconnect. There are different architectures proposed to achieve optimal deployment of 

waveguides because network complexity and power usage are directly dependent upon the 

waveguide deployment in Optical-NoC. 

Calo et al. [29], proposed a hybrid Optical-NoC architecture which includes both optical and 

wireless interconnect to proposer proper communication in NoC. The proposed work is used to 

perform wireless communication at an optical frequency to provide better communication at 

higher bandwidth. The simulation result shows complex switching matrices for the large 

network as well as the reduction in loss and crosstalk issue for long communication. 

Furthermore proposed work shows an increase in overall complexity by combining wireless 

and optical interconnect together in NoC.     

Beux et al. [30], proposed a new optical retexture to overcome the issue regarding optical 

communication. The proposed work represents contention-free architecture known as optical 

ring network on chip (ORNoC). This architecture uses circular ring waveguides to provide a 

connection between nodes. The proposed architecture is capable of joining 1296 nodes with 

only 102 waveguides and each waveguide uses 64 wavelengths. The simulation result shows 

better communication among nodes with better wavelength placement. 

Chittamuru et al. [31], proposed a solution regarding the SNR issue in Optical-NoC 

architecture. In Optical-NoC optical loss and crosstalk is one of the major issues which reduces 

overall QoS. The proposed work uses a novel encoding technique to improve the effect of 

crosstalk noise in the micro ring resonator. Simulation results show improvement in a worst-

case scenario by using high radix and low diameter crossbar Optical-NoC.  

Abellan et al. [32], compare the performance of three different architecture which include 

electronic interconnects, electrical/photonic links, and pure optical links. All architecture is 
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considered under private cache and shared cache to investigate large bandwidth impact. 

Simulation results show improvement in all-over communication among nodes and also support 

high bandwidth. Furthermore proposed architecture and results show a capability to support 

kilo-core systems. 

Kao et al. [33], proposed to combine waveguide network with high radix NoC topology to 

enhance the performance. Proposed work provides buffer less Optical-NoC architecture known 

as BLOCON with a scheduling algorithm to maintain proper communication among nodes. The 

proposed algorithm also helps to provide contention-aware routing to deal with deadlock 

situations. Simulation results show improvement in delay, power consumption under synthetic 

traffic patterns.       

Abellan et al. [34], proposed a solution regarding unsigned signal filtering due to thermal 

sensitivity. To avoid this error proposed work uses micro-heaters for thermal tuning and 

trimming less overall power usage. This work uses adaptive frequency tuning (AFT) and 

frequency aligns workload allocation policy that helps to maintain proper temperature control 

over the micro ring resonator. The simulation result shows less tuning power usage, increases 

overall performance and is capable of working under high load.  

Li et al. [35], proposed to construct energy-efficient Optical-NoC architecture. The proposed 

work provides three major contributions, first, a novel architecture uses the nanophotonic 

network to convert full architecture into subnets for better efficiency,    second provides the 

proper and pure optical connection between PE nodes and last, the distributive arbitration 

schemes as well as channel sharing in the same waveguide for proper communication among 

PE nodes.  Simulation results are performed under a synthetic traffic pattern that shows fewer 

latencies and higher throughput. 

Zhou et al. [36], proposed work for a better and efficient optical switch that helps to provide 

proper packet exchange between PE nodes and network. The proposed work provides a five-

port silicon switch by substituting a 2x2 optical switch using waveguide crossing for 2D mesh 

architecture. Simulation results show less power usage, a decrease in insertion loss, and 

provides high data transmission rate. Furthermore proposed work shows proper packet 

exchange between nodes and increase overall transmission power in Optical-NoC. 

Jia et al. [37], proposed work also demonstrates the new optical switch to provide proper packet 

exchange while communication among nodes. This work demonstrates a four-port optical 
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switch for fat-tree architecture, these optical switches elements are tuned by the plasma 

dispersion effect. The simulation result shows less SNR ratio under wavelength range between 

1525 to 1565 nm, providing high data rate by using WDM technique. Furthermore proposed 

work shows less power consumption while performing communication. 

Gambini et al. [38], proposed a new approach for the construction of Optical-NoC. In Optical-

NoC waveguide deployment is one of the key factors for increasing overall data rate. The 

proposed work uses multi-microring architecture to provide a proper connection between the 

waveguide and PE node. Simulation results show a high data rate between nodes and provide 

less cross-talk. This crosstalk is one of the issues which degrade overall performance and QoS 

in Optical-NoC communication. 

Bahirat et al. [39], Proposed to use both electrical connections and optical connections between 

nodes. The proposed work uses a hybrid photonic ring mesh known as METEOR utilizing both 

circular ring waveguide couples with electric links. Simulation result provides a reduction in 

power consumption, improved throughput, and less latency compared to traditional 2D mesh 

architecture. Furthermore increased throughput is achieved using hybrid connection with less 

area overhead as well as maintaining throughout.  

Karanth et al. [40], proposed to use two interconnect on a single chip to enhance the overall 

communication power. The proposed work uses wireless links as well as optical links to 

perform communication among nodes known as Optical-wireless networks on chip (OWN) and 

runtime reconfigurable wireless channel (R-OWN). In this work photonic channel uses time-

division multiplexing (TDM) while wireless uses frequency division multiplexing (FDM) to 

perform shared communication. Simulation results show an increase in throughput as well as 

latency with less area overhead.  

Peter et al. [41], proposed to use waveguide connection between PE nodes. The proposed work 

provides a tuneable micro ring (MRs) resonator which helps these PE nodes to connect through 

the waveguide. This active MR provides transient phases between off-resonance and on-

resonance for proper optical filtering of a specific wavelength. The simulation result shows a 

high data transfer rate with less error rate. Furthermore proposed MR uses very little time of 

500ps to tune into specific resonance. 

Pan et al. [42], proposed a hybrid firefly network architecture with cluster technique. The 

proposed architecture uses firefly clusters nodes which are connected using electrical signaling 
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and conventional signal to provide inter-cluster communication. The simulation result shows 

improvement in performance, proper traffic pattern, less energy usage. Furthermore proposed 

solution provides better traffic management all over the network and improves the efficiency 

as compared to CMESH and OPBAR. 

Shacham et al. [43], propose to construct hybrid architecture which used both electrical as well 

as optical links. The proposed work uses electrical links to provide communication between 

short nodes and optical links to provide communication between long links. This works also 

shows a routing algorithm to provide a proper path setup rate with path reservation criteria. 

Simulation results show better communication with better path setup/tear down procedure, less 

power usage, and less overall latency while performing communication. 

Killge et al. [44], proposed a solution regarding through silicon via (TSV) for vertical 

communication on 3D chips. The proposed work uses an optical waveguide as TSV with less 

internal roughness to perform communication between 3D tiles. The simulation result shows a 

high data rate between tiles as compared between waveguide TSV and non-waveguide TSVs. 

Furthermore, the communication power provided by the proposed TSV between tiles shows 

less overall optical loss and provides a promising solution for TSVs. 

Venkataraman et al. [45], proposed to construct an architecture without using buffer 

technology. The proposed work uses buffer-less architecture as well as uses ant lion 

optimization (ALO) routing topology to perform proper communication. The proposed work's 

power dissipation is evaluated with conventional topologies such as octagon, cliché, and spin. 

Results show better communication performance with fault tolerance ability, perform at a 

higher overall operational frequency, and provide good throughput under fault rate. 

Pintus et al. [46], proposed to compare the effects of different architecture. This work is used 

to compare two different architectures based on ring topology and bus topology.  First, they 

represent the theoretical analysis to compare the performance using the scattering matrix 

method. Simulation results show better communication under both topologies with legible or 

limited crosstalk. Furthermore proposed ring-based architecture outperforms bus-based 

architecture and shows the less filtering effect as compared to bus architecture.  

Fusella et al. [47], propose to construct hybrid NoC combining both electrical as well as optical 

interconnects. The proposed work uses a hybrid electronic/photonic hybrid topology known as 

H2ONoC to eliminate insertion loss as well as crosstalk noise. Architectures are examined over 
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synthetic benchmarks and real-world applications as well as compared with hybrid mesh and 

torus-based NoC. Simulation results show less overall energy consumption, less insertion loss, 

and acceptable SNR when the size of architecture increases.    

Wang et al. [48], proposed an architecture known as ring-based packet-switched NoC 

(RONoC). This architecture uses few optical divides and employs only a single-waveguide 

which uses space division multiplexing to make architecture more and more scalable. The 

simulation result shows novel wavelength assignment as well provides guarantees deadlock 

freedom and low complexity at the same time. Evaluation is carried out on 64 node architecture 

with other packet-switched Optical-NoC, which shows overall low energy consumption. 

 

Table 2.1:  

Demonstrates the different approaches used for Optical-NoC architectures  

Referenced 

Articles 
Methodology 

Topology 

Adoption 
Positive Aspect Shortcoming 

Calo et al. [29] 

Proposed Integrated 

Vivaldi antennas to 

perform 

communication among 

ndoes.   

Hybrid NoC 

Enhance 

communication 

power, 

Low over all 

energy 

consumption.  

Combining two 

interconnects 

provides 

throughput at 

cost of design 

complexity. 

Beux et al. 

[30] 

Proposed optical ring 

network among nodes. 
Ring mesh 

Provides high 

communication 

power, 

Proper path 

setup while 

communication. 

Different 

architecture uses 

different routing 

algorithm. 

Chittamuru et 

al. [31] 

Novel encoding 

mechanisms to 

2D Mesh 
Reduction in 

crosstalk as 

It showed that 

MR provides 
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improve worst-case 

SNR by reducing 

crosstalk noise 

well increases 

reliability   

high throughput 

as well as noise 

Abellan et al. 

[32]  

Electric with photonic 

multi crossbar are 

proposed to overcome 

design issues in NoC. 

2D Mesh 

Give better 

performance in 

term of 

bandwidth, 

Less power 

usage 

Electric provides 

less overall 

throughput as 

compared to 

optical links.  

Kao et al. [33] 

Propped a buffer less 

deign in Photonic NoC 

architecture   

2D Mesh 

Improves over 

all 

communication 

delay,  

Reduction in 

overall power 

consumption. 

Optical 

interconnects are 

used to replace 

long 

interconnects.  

Abellan et al. 

[34] 

Proposed an adaptive 

tuning for photonic 

devices (MRs)  

2D Mesh 

Reduction in 

thermal tuning 

power,  

Increases 

overall 

performance  

Using thermal 

tuning for MRs 

increases 

throughput but 

also increases 

energy 

consumption.   

Le et al. [35] 

Proposed an Nano 

photonic architecture, 

with subnet network  

partitions  

2D  Mesh 

Low latency,  

Increased 

throughput 

Using particular 

wavelengths 

increases 

chances of 

contention.     
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Zhou et al. 

[36] 

Proposed rearrange 

able-non blocking five 

port silicon optical 

switch 

2D Mesh 

Provides proper 

path diversity, 

Less overall 

latency 

Enhances 

throughput in 

cost of design 

complexity 

Jia et al. [37] 

Proposed a four port 

optical switch for fat-

tree Optical-NoC. 

Fat tree 

Increases 

overall 

bandwidth 

between 

channels, 

 Reduced power 

consumption.   

Crosstalk are one 

of the main issue 

in Optical-NoC. 

Gambini et al. 

[38] 

Multi mirroring NoC 

are proposed for 

datacom applications. 

2D mesh 

Provides 

acceptable 

bandwidth with 

less overall 

crosstalk 

MR provides 

better throughput 

in cost of faulty 

nature. 

Bahirat et al. 

[39] 

Several ring based 

waveguides were used 

to connect PE nodes 

Ring-Mesh 

power 

consumption,  

Low latency 

Throughput  

Sharp turning 

points in 

waveguide 

provides high 

optical loss. 

Karanth et al.  

[40] 

New architecture was 

proposed using MR to 

connect PE nodes. 

Hybrid 

Optical-

NoC 

Increase in 

through put, 

Latency   

MRs Other than 

opto-MR uses 

external energy 
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Peter et al.  

[41] 

Use of tunable 

resonator work better 

optical filtering. 

2D Mesh 

500ps to tune 

MR 

Less power 

usage 

and increase 

overall energy  

  

Pan et al.   [42] 

  

Proposed new 

architecture uses 

Nano-photic 

connection between 

PE nodes 

2D Mesh 

  

Provides high 

performance 

with minimum 

energy 

consumption 

Increases deign 

complexity as 

well as routing 

complexity by 

managing both 

electric paths as 

well as optical 

paths. 

Sachman et al.  

[43] 

  

Proposed an 

architecture which 

works on both electric 

and optical signals. 

2D Mesh 

Provides better 

communication 

by using optical 

in long distance 

and electrical 

signal in short 

distance 

Killge et al.  

[44] 

Providing TSV using 

waveguide 
3D Chip 

Data rate of 18 

Gbit/s 

Using 

waveguide as a 

TSV increases 

computation 

power in cost of 

deign 

complexity. 

Venkataraman 

et al. [45] 

Uses buffer less 

architecture to make 

efficient use of area 

and power. 

2D Mesh 

Reduce energy 

consumption as 

well increase 

operational 

frequency  

Increases 

congestion 

situation in case 

of  high traffic 

load. 
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Pintus et al.   

[46] 

Comparison between 

bus and ring 

architecture. 

2D Mesh 

In bus the 

filtering effects 

are limited as 

compared to 

micro-ring.  

MR have high 

probability of 

gaiting faulty as 

compared to bus.   

Fusella et al.   

[47] 

Proposed a hybrid 

electronic/photonic 

Optical-NoC.  

Hybrid 

Optical-

NoC 

Provides highly 

energy efficient 

under synthetic 

traffic patterns  

Increases over 

all design 

complexity by 

combining two 

or more 

interconnects. 

Wang et al. 

[48] 

Proposed number of 

circular waveguide to 

provide connection 

between PE nodes.  

Multi 

waveguide 

architecture. 

Provides high 

scalability. 

Low energy 

consumption.  

Unique 

architecture 

requires specific 

algorithm to 

maintain its 

communication. 
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2.2.2  Optical-NoC Routing Algorithm. 

This section represents various work done regarding routing algorithms used to perform proper 

communication in Optical-NoC architectures, concluded in Table 2.2.  Different routing 

algorithms are proposed due to different Optical-NoC architecture and these architectures don’t 

support common routing algorithms. Thus to perform better communication and to utilize the 

full potential of proposed NoC’s architecture-specific algorithm are designed.   

Guo et al. [49],   proposed a new routing algorithm in 2D mesh architecture which includes IP 

core mapping. The proposed work is used to perform a full IP mapping algorithm known as 

CGSA (Cataclysm Genetic-based Simulated Annealing) which uses cataclysm strategies in 

order to speed up the searching process. This work provides a better path setup rate and reduces 

idle node usage. Simulation results show an increase in reliability of architecture as well as 

increases all over performance. Furthermore, optimal mapping of IP core increases information 

gain of each PE node. 

Choi et al. [50], proposed to use a machine learning technique for performing communication 

in heterogeneous NoC architecture. Proposed work includes hybrid NoC architecture which 

uses resource-intensive backpropagation techniques to improve the network latency while 

performing communication. Simulation results show 25% saving in energy usage and 1.9-time 

decrease in all over network latency. Furthermore, works show all over inverse in performance 

but also show an increase in computation by using machine leering techniques in NoC.  

Abadal et al. [51], proposed a communication methodology to enhance the overall throughput 

in NoC. The proposed work uses full channel capacity by using both network planes in hybrid 

NoC. Using both networks provides multiples available links to perform communication as well 

as adjusts high traffic load all over the network. Simulation results show an increase in overall 

communication performance and also provide energy efficiency. Furthermore, using multiple 

interconnects increases algorithm complexity as well computation complexity all over the 

network. 

Liu et al. [52], proposed to use wavelength reuse methodology to perform communication 

among nodes. The proposed work uses limited wavelength in architecture and uses those 

wavelengths to perform communication among PE nodes. This work also uses limited hardware 

requirements to perform overall communication in Optical-NoC architecture. Simulation 

results show a reduction in delay by 46% and an increase in overall throughput. This work also 
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showed that increase use of wavelength directly increases overall energy usage and increases 

algorithm complexity. 

Wang et al. [53], proposed architecture as well as routing algorithm to provide deadlock-free 

routing. The proposed work uses ring topology for providing packet switching among nodes 

with wavelength assignment methods to eliminate the deadlock situation. Simulation results 

show better performance as compared to other packer switching techniques as well as reduced 

number of hop count. This work also provides less overall latency and low energy consumption 

while performing communication under different traffic patterns. 

Imre et al. [54], proposed to use a dual-mode approach to perform communication among 2D 

mesh optical architecture. The proposed work uses two routing algorithms that were selected 

exclusively depending upon the data exchange requirement. This work also shows contention-

free and deadlock-free dense data exchange rates between PE nodes.  Simulation results show 

better communication performance and archive better data flow among nodes.  

Wang et al. [55], proposed two adaptive routing algorithms to perform proper communication 

among nodes and help to achieve better reliability. This work provides two different routing 

algorithms known as lifetime-aware routing algorithms and multiple objective routing 

algorithms. This algorithm provides a lifetime budget with each router to indicate the maximum 

allowed workload. This work shows a better path setup rate and provides a lifetime reliable 

nature. Both of the algorithms are tested under synthetic traffic patterns and real benchmarks. 

Simulation results show better performance as compared to XY routing, odd/even, and north 

first routing.  

Lee et al. [56], proposed a methodology to reduce several loss in Optical-NoC. The proposed 

work uses three different routing algorithms to reduce insertion loss which degrades energy 

efficiency as well as signal reliability. Insertion loss deterministic is used to minimize the loss 

while another two adaptive routing algorithms are used to deal with loss path as loss constrains 

routing respectively. Simulation results show a reduction in latency, increased throughput, and 

better energy efficiency. Furthermore, work shows to adopt appropriate optimized techniques 

for better design goals.  

Falahati et al. [57], proposed a reconfigurable routing architecture to provide better optical 

communication among nodes. The proposed work uses dynamic reconfiguration architecture 

which helps to provide good routing paths between nodes. The specific set of wavelengths are 
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utilized to provide packets between nodes which is the key idea for configuring dynamic paths. 

The simulation result shows better performance in terms of less power usage, energy 

consumption is reduced by 54%, and provides deadlock-free routing among nodes.  

Desai et al. [58], proposed to use a machine learning technique to provide routing among nodes. 

Proposed work suggested eliminating the shortest path every time to eliminate congestion 

problems. Thus paths are selected based on demand, priority, and traffic present on the network. 

Selecting an appropriate path according to the traffic removes congestion problems and 

provides deadlock-free routing. Simulation is done over periodic and non-periodic traffic 

patterns. Results show better delivery time and reduce all over power consumption.    

 Khoroush et al. [59], proposed a mapping algorithm to illustrate the impact of hop count, 

congestion, and path selection in NoC. The proposed work suggested four mapping algorithms, 

namely hop count, congestion, no-turn, and turn to reduce insertion loss and energy 

consumption. Simulation results show a comparison between each other on the basis of 

insertion loss which better results in both the worst case as well in the best case. Furthermore, 

works show improvement in insertion loss and energy dissipation compared with random 

mapping algorithms.  

Li et al. [60], proposed a routing algorithm based on routing criteria to perform better in the 

case of thermal heating and help to minimize the conflicts. The proposed work shows two 

algorithms known as mixed-integral linear programming (MILP) and contention aware routing 

(CAR) to perform better communication in Optical-NoC. The proposed approach achieves 

excellent performance by reducing design complexity. Simulation results show good results in 

the case of communication between nodes as well as reducing energy consumption by 4.18%.  

Ye et al. [61], proposed a thermal aware adaptive routing mechanism to provide proper 

communication. The proposed work uses a thermal-sensitive optical power loss model which 

is used to move traffic towards available links. This traffic movement reduces overall thermal 

balance and provides high thermal reliability.  The experiment is done over different 8x8 mesh 

architectures to study thermal-aware routing algorithm efficiency. Simulation results show 

better temperature management in Optical-NoC and eliminate traffic from hot spot areas. 

Path reservation criteria play an important role in exploring the full potential of Optical-NoC. 

Regarding path set in Optical-NoC Fussella et al. [62], proposed to use flooding technique to 

find all available paths in Optical-NoC. This work shows the importance of path setup in optical 
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transmission as they provide high throughput. By using the flooding technique all available 

links are used to provide contention-free routing as well as reduced idle link usage. Simulation 

results show a better path setup rate as compared to the traditional path setup mechanism as 

well increases both energy efficiency and performance.  

Wang et al. [63], proposed a thermal aware routing to resolve thermal issues in Optical-NoC. 

The proposed work uses thermal aware routing based on ant colony optimization to optimize 

the routing decisions. This work achieves uses approximate ACO-based routing to eliminate 

table overhead. Simulation results present better solutions regarding optical power usage and 

temperature variations. Furthermore work also explores the scalability of proposed ACO-based 

routing in large Optical-NoC architectures. 

Yao et al. [64], proposed a methodology to provide better and traffic efficient routing among 

PE nodes. The proposed work provides several techniques to tackle routing problems like loss-

aware adaptive routing (LAA), priority-based round-robin virtual queen section, Q-learning-

based technique, and local transfer link technique. Simulation results are done over 356 nodes 

are architecture which provides better performance in terms of improved network throughput, 

end-to-end delay, and low optical loss while performing communication. 

Guo et al. [65], provide an interesting solution towards network failure due to faulty ORs. 

Regarding this problem prosed work provides a new OR structure to reduce insertion loss as 

well as an adaptive routing algorithm (FTRA-BL). The proposed algorithm selects waveguides 

in disabled ORs and uses them as a backup path between source and destination. These backup 

links provide the best guarantees macroscopic restore path. Simulation results show 

improvement in overall transmission latency and well reliability of the Optical-NoC. 

Lee et al. [66], proposed a solution regarding hybrid Optical-NoC architecture. The proposed 

work provides a new shortest path routing algorithm to perform better communication among 

nodes. This algorithm combines both rollback scheme and rapid flow control method to 

promote a fast path setup rate. This path setup rate increases the overall parallel data transfer 

rate between nodes. Simulation results show a reduction in latency, improvement in throughput, 

and energy-efficient communication in hybrid Optical-NoC. Furthermore proposed 

methodology performs better under an increase in network size in terms of resource utilization. 

Asadi et al. [67], proposed a new routing algorithm that helps to reduce optical loss while 

providing better communication under different traffic patterns. This work uses a non-blocking 
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five port router and 2D mesh architecture to test the proposed routing algorithm. The proposed 

routing algorithm chooses different nodes that select the optimal path with less optical loss to 

perform communication. Simulation results use three scenarios (best case, worst case, and 

average case) to evaluate the routing algorithm, which shows improvement in optical loss and 

better performance as compared to XY routing. 

Mayer et al. [68], propped a routing algorithm that helps to increase the QoS in optical 

communications. The proposed work provides a traffic-aware routing algorithm that helps to 

provide fewer congestion problem as well as helps to distribute proper traffic in a network. The 

proposed routing algorithm also helps to avoid faulty links in the network and reduces miss-

delivery in Optical-NoC. The simulation result shows all overbalance in network traffic, 

reduction in blocked path issue, and increase overall communication performance. 

 

Table 2.2: 

Demonstrates different routing techniques used in Optical-NoC 

      Referenced 

Articles 
Methodology 

Topology 

Adoption 
Positive Aspect Shortcoming 

Guo et al. [49] 

Proposed a novel IP-

core mapping in 

order to speed up the 

searching process. 

3D Mesh 

higher 

reliability, 

Increases over 

all performance. 

Mapping 

schemes 

enhances 

performance and 

increases 

information 

table. 

Choi et al. [50] 

Proposed to use back 

propagation 

algorithm to enhance 

communication 

among GPU and 

CPU 

2D Mesh 

Energy efficient 

communication 

among priority 

nodes. 

Provides 

efficiency but 

increases overall 

computation  
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Abadal et al. 

[51] 

Proposed to use dual 

channel 

communication 

among PE nodes.  

2D mesh 

Improves 

execution time 

speedups and 

energy  efficient 

communication  

Increases 

algorithm 

complexity.   

Liu et al. [52] 

Proposed to reuse 

the limited number 

of available 

wavelengths 

different routers. 

2D Mesh 

Enhance the 

data rate and 

reduce end to 

end delay 

Increase in 

wavelength 

directly effects 

increase in 

power 

consumption.  

Wang et al. [53] 

Proposed to use 

wavelength 

assignment method 

and deterministic 

routing algorithm  

2D Mesh 

Reduce 

deadlock 

situation, 

Low energy 

consumption 

Shows that 

electric 

switching in 

Optical-NoC 

increase chances 

of congestion.  

Imre et al. [54] 

Proposed to use 

dual-mode routing 

approach based on 

conventional per-

message-based 

routing or a 

collective routing 

technique.  

2D Mesh 

Deadlock-free 

and contention-

free dens data 

flow between 

nodes. 

Providing 

several paths at 

each step 

increase 

computation 

among nodes. 

Wang et al. [55] 

Proposed to use two 

adaptive routing 

algorithm (lifetime 

aware routing and 

2D Mesh 

Improves better 

compared to 

both XY routing 

Provides high 

throughput but 

increase overall 
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multi-objective 

routing ) 

and odd/even 

routing. 

computation 

complexity. 

Lee et al. [56] 

Proposed three types 

of routing (insertion 

loss-minimized 

deterministic 

routing; minimized 

loss path-prioritized 

adaptive routing; and  

insertion loss-

constrained adaptive 

routing) 

2D Mesh 

Provides high 

throughput as 

well less energy 

consumption.  

Increase in use 

of wavelengths 

increase overall 

power usage.   

Falahati et al. 

[57] 

Proposed to use 

mapping specific set 

of wavelengths and 

utilizes its dedicated 

routing. 

2D mesh 

Provides high 

through, 

Reduce energy 

consumption. 

Optical NoC are 

more complex to 

design. 

Desai et al. [58] 

Proposed an 

optimized 

reinforcement-based 

routing algorithm  

based on predictive 

mechanism 

2D Mesh 

Provides 

shortest path 

between source 

and destination. 

 

Shows path 

setup provides 

throughput in 

term of high 

computation.  

Khoroush et al.  

[59] 

Different routing 

algorithm were 

proposed study the 

impact of hop count 

and energy 

dissipation. 

 2D Mesh 

Mapping is 

improved, 

Reduce energy 

dissipation. 

Increase in hop 

count directly 

effects QoS and 

other 

performance 

parameters.    
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Li et al.   [60] 

Proposed routing 

algorithm to 

eliminate 

communication 

conflict between two 

nodes. 

2D Mesh 

Increase in 

overall 

performance 

Reduction in 

energy usage by 

4.18%.  

Proposed 

algorithm act as 

adaptive routing 

which increases 

overall 

performance in 

cost of 

complexity. 

  
Ye et al.   [61] 

Thermal aware 

adaptive routing 

mechanism.  

8x8 2D 

Mesh 

Achieves better 

network 

optimization in 

hotspot areas.  

Fusella et al.  

[62] 

Flooding technique 

is used to find free 

optical links in 

Optical-NoC 

2D Mesh 

Find all 

available optical 

links in 

architecture, 

Provides less 

energy 

consumption.  

Path reservation 

criteria is 

beneficial but 

also provides 

limitation to the 

Optical-NoC. 

Wang et al.  

[63] 

ALO routing is 

compared over odd 

even and west first 

routing. 

8x8 2D 

Mesh 

Effective 

routing 

optimisation 

scheme  

Common routing 

techniques are 

less efficient in 

case of adaptive 

routing.  

Yao et al.  [64] 

Loss aware and 

priority based    

adaptive routing.  

2DMesh 

and Fat 

Tree 

Network 

throughput is 

increased and 

overall delay is 

decreased. 

Adaptive routing 

increases time 

complexity.  
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Guo et al.   [65] 

Propose a new OR 

structure and 

adaptive routing 

algorithm   

3D Torous 

Increase system 

reliability as 

compared to 

previous 

technique of 

abandoning 

faulty ORs.  

Using faulty MR 

increases 

chances of miss 

delivery in 

Optical-NoC.  

Lee et al. [66] 

Proposed a rollback 

scheme and a rapid 

flow control method 

to promote the fast 

routing path setup. 

Hybrid 

Optical-

NoC 

Better network 

utilization, 

Efficiency in 

term of  Latency  

Roll back 

provides extra 

computation as 

well as 

complexity. 

Asadi et al. [67] 

Proposed routing 

algorithm to choose 

most efficient 

routing path. 

2D Mesh 

Performs better 

as compared to 

XY routing. 

  

Providing 

alternate path 

requires high 

computation 

again and again. 

  

Meyer et al.  

[68] 

Distribute traffic 

throughout NoC to 

maximize the traffic 

flow which increases 

overall throughput 

3D Mesh 

Proper 

balancing of 

load in NoC 

Eliminate Path 

blocking issue 

Using flow 

control limits 

overall 

throughput by 

blocking full 

flow of packets 

in NoC.    
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2.2.3  Optical-NoC Fault Tolerant Methods  

This subsection represents the various work done in the direction of fault-tolerant NoCs, 

concluded in Table 2.3. There are many methods observed to deal with the faulty situation in 

NoCs and provide communication among nodes. The most common approach to tackle faulty 

situation are re-routing, as they require less system updating, adds less complexity towards 

NoC’s design, and achieve high reliability[69]. They act as a backup routing algorithm to deal 

with the faulty situation and provide the optimal solution.        

Pai et al. [70], proposed a graph topological approach that uses the feed-forward network. This 

approach is beneficial to identify the columns with non-interacting nodes, nullify them and 

adjust them simultaneously to perform communication between nodes. Father, simulation result 

shows enhancement in the fault-tolerant nature of NoC as well as a reduction in computation 

complexity required to identify the faulty nodes. In this approach, they use tuneable MRs to use 

N number of wavelength which uses more energy as compared to simple opto-MRs. Thus opto 

MRs are more preferable to construct energy-efficient NoC.  

An interesting solution is presented to eliminate crosstalk and noise issues in Optical-NoC. 

Chittamuru et al. [71] presented an approach to increase the wavelength spacing while 

performing communication among nodes. In DWDM use of small spacing between different 

wavelengths increase the chances of crosstalk and noise between nodes. The simulation was 

conducted on both firefly and corona architecture which shows less crosstalk and noise while 

performing optical communication between nodes. This work also showed that optical signal 

is capable of providing high communication power but also suffers from noise issues which 

may act as a bottleneck for overall communication.  

Bakhtiar et al. [72], proposed a solution regarding thermal aware fault occurrence in NoC. In 

Optical-NoC thermal heating is one of the major issues, thus the proposed work uses redundant 

MRs which work according to the different thermal conditions. In different thermal condition, 

MRs provides proper communication and eliminate the probability of miss delivery. Future, the 

simulation result shows low overall latency up to 16% and also provided energy-efficient 

routing under different thermal conditions. The approach helps to provide a solution in high 

thermal conditions and showed that MRs are highly capable of getting faulty under overheating/ 

thermal conditions in Optical-NoC. 
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Zhang et al. [73], proposed a fault-tolerant routing algorithm that helps to achieve proper 

communication between nodes under faulty conditions. The proposed algorithm is use to 

discover the potential live lock condition due to particular faulty links. These live lock reduce 

the overall throughput and degrades overall performance. Simulation results show avoidance 

from live lock as well as from deadlock situations. Furthermore enhances the fault-tolerant 

nature of NoC and provides less complex methods to deal with single link fault.   

Xiang et al. [74], proposed a unified test technique to deal with the faulty situation in Optical-

NoC. This approach uses a particular delivery test by sending a packet over the network through 

a separate none faulty network. Simulation results show a better path setup rate through 

available links and avoid packet corruption. The proposed approach enhances the fault-tolerant 

nature and provides a better solution to deal with the faulty situation. This work also shows that 

re-routing works better than other techniques used to deal with the faulty situation.  

3D NoC is more capable of getting faulty as compared to 2D NoCs, as in 3D if any layer gets 

faulty then other layers may face packet loss issues. Li et al. [75], proposed a solution regarding 

the faulty situation in 3D NoC by providing 3D floor mapping technique. This technique is 

known as a known-good-dies (KGD) test which is used to ensure every die nature in NoC. This 

approach provides better results as compared to a previously known method as well provides a 

better fault-tolerant nature in 3D NoCs. Furthermore, the proposed approach shows that higher 

results can be achieved in the cost of degraded performance and increased power consumption.      

Ahmed et al. [76], proposed to use conventional hybrid Optical-NoC to provide proper 

connection among nodes. This work also proposed a contention-aware routing algorithm that 

helps to provide proper communication in case of excess packet delivery. This contention 

situation degrades overall performance and provides less throughput. Simulation results show 

proper control signaling between PE nodes, show a reduction in overall latency, and provide a 

reduction in energy consummation. Furthermore, this work shows the positive aspects as well 

as shortcomings of the path setup process used in Optical-NoC.    

In 3D Optical-NoC a single layer fault may cause the message to be miss deliver and provide 

overall less performance. Schley et al. [77], proposed an interesting solution reading multiple-

layer NoC architecture. This work is used to perform cross-layer information flow of each node 

which helps to identify the faulty link. Simulation is performed to check the impact of fault 

links on the QoS and performance of NoC. Results show an increase in overall performance as 
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well acceptable QoS while communicating among nodes. Furthermore proposed work shows 

an increase in computation while performing faulty link diagnosis over multiple layers which 

includes different links.      

Li et al [78], proposed a fault-tolerant routing algorithm to counter the faulty links in NoC and 

provide better communication under faulty situations. This work uses congestion-aware 

adaptive routing to predict the next optimal path with minimal hardware overhead. Simulation 

results are compared with traditional XY routing and Dy XY routing, which shows better 

results. Furthermore, this work shows that adaptive routing is better in the faulty situation but 

increases overall computation cost in NoC. 

Fadhel et al. [79], proposed to use extra components in Optical-NoC to enhance the reliability 

as well fault-tolerant nature. The proposed work uses an extra ring waveguide between nodes 

to provide a backup path in case of a faulty situation. While the use of a fault-tolerant routing 

algorithm helps to maintain proper communication among nodes. Simulation shows a better 

result as compared to traditional fault-tolerant methods as well increased reliability of the 

system and fault-tolerant nature. This work also shows that using extra components in Optical-

NoC increases reliability over the cost of design complexity. 

Optical-NoC has a less reliable nature due to the delicate components of optical interconnects. 

Guo et al. [80], proposed a fault-tolerant routing algorithm that helps to reuse faulty MRs and 

provide a backup path between source and destination. This work also calculates the reliability 

of architecture theoretically and shows the probability of becoming another MRs invalid due to 

some faulty MRs. Simulation results show better performance in the faulty situation and showed 

good results as compared to traditional fault-tolerant methods. Furthermore, this work showed 

that using faulty MRs again and again increases the chance of packet loss in Optical-NoC.       

Virtual channels have many positive aspects by providing throughput between high-priority 

nodes. Xiang et al. [81], proposed to use express virtual channel (EVC) between nodes. These 

EVCs are used to transmit multiple data between high-priority nodes. Simulation results show 

better performance as compared to XY, DyXY, and DyAD approaches. Also provides high 

reliability and fault-tolerant nature due to dedicated connection between nodes. This work also 

showed that the use of virtual channels provides high throughput in cost of design complexity 

and energy usage. 
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Rad et al. [82], proposed to use adaptive routing to deal with the faulty situation in NoC. This 

work represents the solution for permanent faults occurrence. Adaptive routing helps to find 

the next optimal path between source and destination while neglecting faulty links at the same 

time. The simulation result shows better results under permanent fault that occurs due to 

inactive MRs and links between nodes. Furthermore, the use of adaptive routing increases all 

over computation complexity as compared to simple routing used to deal with the faulty 

situation. 

Zhu et al. [83], proposed a routing algorithm to deal with faulty occurrences in NoC. The 

proposed work uses a congestion-aware prediction technique to eliminate traffic load. Proposed 

routing is compared with traditional techniques like XY and odd/even routing. Simulation 

results provide a better path setup rate between nodes and enhance overall performance. This 

work also gives a better solution with path reservation criteria which increases overall 

throughput between particular nodes and increases idle node usage. 

Virtual channels are very beneficial for achieving high communication power between priority 

nodes. Panem et al. [84], proposed to use virtual channels to support fault-tolerant nature in a 

mesh topology. This work uses a virtual channel to eliminate extra links and the probability of 

getting faulty at the same time. Simulation results show an increase in reliability as well as the 

throughput of the architecture. On the other hand design complexity increases of architecture 

by using extra virtual channels. 

Abdollahi et al. [85], proposed to use extra backup paths between source and destination. This 

work is used to place extra MRs on architecture or add duplicate MRs which perform the same 

work in case of fault occurrence. Simulation results are compared with simple routers which 

provide better results and enhance the fault-tolerant power of Optical-NoC. Another interesting 

solution was presented of using adaptive path configuration by Meyer et al. [86]. The proposed 

work uses to configure different paths if a minimal path fails to transmit packets between nodes. 

This work also uses a duplicate router for configuration a new path setup. Furthermore, 

simulation results show fault-tolerant nature under faulty MR situations and are able to provide 

the number of minimal paths between source and destination. Both work also shows an increase 

in design complexity by adding extra elements (that is MRs in this work) to deal with the faulty 

situation. 
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Karimi et al. [87], proposed or use a specific waveguide in Optical-NoC architecture prevent 

fault occurrence. This work is used to move traffic from hot regions or traffic from congestion 

links to eliminate deadlock or livelock situations. The proposed solution also helps to avoid 

thermal fault occurrence in Optical-NoC. The simulation result shows an increase in thermal 

reliability as well as the fault-tolerant nature of the architecture. Furthermore, the use of extra 

waveguides to enhance the reliability may increase all over design complexity of the 

architecture.        

Thermal reasons are one of the main reasons to create the fault in Optical-NoC due to the 

delicate nature of the MRs. Li et al. [88], provide thermal awareness as well as contention-

aware routing to deal with the faulty situation. In thermal aware routing, high traffic is moved 

from busy links to the normal links to eliminate heating problems due to high communication. 

In contention-aware routing, available links are used more to provide a path between source 

and destination. Simulation results show thigh thermal aware reliability as well as helps to use 

proper traffic flow all over the network.  

Seyednezhad et al. [89], proposed to use multiple paths between source and destination. This 

work shows that multiple path setup methods are more beneficial as compared to single-path 

setup. This method helps in a case of miss-delivery in which packets are rerouted again between 

nodes by another available path. Simulation results show high QoS as well as decreased 

delivery error while performing communication between nodes. The proposed work shows an 

increase in computation power to find multiple paths at each node while performing 

communication.    

Table 2.3: 

Demonstrates different fault tolerant approaches used in Optical-NoC 

 

      Referenced 

Articles 
Methodology 

Topology 

Adoption 
Positive Aspect Shortcoming 

Pai et al. [70] 

Proposed a graph-

topological approach 

to nullify the power 

in nodes via 

2D Mesh 

Enhance fault 

tolerant nature of 

NoC, 

Tunable MRs 

uses more 

energy usage 
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optoelectronic 

feedback. 

Reduce 

computation 

complexity   

as compared to 

opto-MRs   

Chittamuru et 

al. [71] 

Proposed to increase 

the wavelength 

spacing to eliminate 

crosstalk.   

2D Mesh 

Improves SNR 

ratio, 

Reduction in 

crosstalk.  

Optical 

interconnect 

shows more 

loss as 

compared to 

any 

interconnects. 

Bakhtiar et al. 

[72] 

Propped to use 

redundant MRs to 

reduce the thermal 

variations-based 

errors   

2D Mesh 

Latency 

overhead by 

16%, 

Energy efficient. 

MRs are more 

capable of 

getting faulty 

in thermal 

conditions.  

Zhang et al. 

[73]  

Proposed a fault 

tolerant routing 

algorithm for the 

discovery of a 

potential live lock 

problems.     

2D Mesh 

Provide 

deadlock and 

live lock 

freedom. 

Tolerance to a 

single-link-fault. 

Single link 

fault may 

provide full 

system failure. 

Xiang et al. [74] 

Proposed a unified 

test technique by 

delivering test 

packets on the 

network. 

2D Mesh 

Avoids packet 

corruption. 

Enhances fault 

tolerant nature  

Adding extra 

elements in 

Optical-NoC 

may increase 

overall 

complexity. 
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Li et al. [75] 

Proposed a 3D floor 

planning process to 

support fault 

tolerance in NoC. 

3D NoC 

Increase 

performance as 

compared to 

previous 

methods and 

increases  fault 

tolerant nature 

Increase in the 

cost of 

performance 

penalty and 

elevated power 

level 

Ahmed et al. 

[76] 

Proposed to use 

contention-free 

routing for photonic 

NoC. 

2D Mesh 

Provides control 

signalling 

between nodes. 

Reduce latency, 

Energy 

consumption. 

Path setup 

provides both 

negative as 

well as positive 

aspect.  

Schley et al. 

[77] 

Proposed to use 

cross-layer 

information flow 

between layers to 

identity faulty links.   

3D Mesh 

Increases overall 

performance, 

Improves quality   

Increases 

computation as 

compared to 

single layer 

diagnostic 

scheme.   

Li et al. [78] 

Presented a fault-

tolerant and 

congestion-aware 

adaptive routing 

algorithm. 

2D mesh 

Performs better 

than XY and DY 

XY routing. 

Increases 

performance I 

cost of 

computation.  

Fadhel et al. 

[79] 

Proposed to use extra 

ring waveguide 

which provides 

backup paths. 

2D Mesh 

Increases 

reliability of 

ORs as well as 

Increases 

reliability in 

cost of design 

complexity. 
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fault tolerant 

nature. 

Guo et al. [80] 

Reliability of 

architecture, 

Fault tolerant routing 

algorithm 

3D Optical-

NoC 

Provides better 

results as 

compared to 

traditional fault 

tolerant method. 

Using faulty MR 

again and again 

increases chance 

of packet loss.  

Xiang et al.  [81] 

Use of Express 

virtual channel 

(EVC) are used to 

transmit multiple 

packet. 

8x8 2D 

mesh 

Proposed EVC 

approach 

provides better 

results as 

compared to 

XY, DyXY and 

DyAD. 

Virtual channel 

provides high 

throughput in 

cost of 

complexity and 

energy usage. 

Rad et al. [82] 

Proposed adaptive 

fault tolerant routing 

algorithm   

3D Mesh  

Increases 

performance in 

case of 

permanent 

faults. 

 increase in  

computational 

complexity    

Zhu et al. [83] 

Routing algorithm is 

proposed based on 

congestion 

prediction technique. 

  

2D Mesh 

Perform better as 

compared to XY 

and Odd/Even 

routing  

Provides better 

path setup rate. 

Provides better 

solution in term 

of path 

reservation 

criteria. 

  

Panem et al. [84] 

Using virtual channel 

over mesh topology 

to support fault 

3D Mesh 

Increase in 

reliability and 

throughput. 

Increases over all 

design 

complexity   
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tolerant nature of 

Optical-NoC  

Abdollahi et al. 

[85] 

  

Propose to add extra 

backup path and MR 

duplication to 

enhance the 

reliability of 

architecture 

2D Mesh 

Proposed routers 

performs well as 

compared to 

simple routers. 

Backup MRs 

enhances the 

fault tolerant 

power 

Adding extra 

elements to the 

architecture 

increases overall 

design 

complexity.  

Meyer et al. [86] 

  

Adaptive path-

configuration and 

routing algorithm is 

proposed to deal with 

faulty situation 

3D Mesh 

Provides high 

fault tolerant 

power in case of 

faulty MRs 

Configuration of 

duplicate MR to 

provide extra 

path to 

destination 

Karimi et al. 

[87] 

Using a specific 

waveguide 

connection to move 

traffic from hot 

region. 

2D Mesh 

Provides thermal 

resilience and 

increase 

throughput by 

providing 

alternate path. 

Waveguide 

deployment are 

complex in 

nature. 
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Li et al.  [88] 

 

Provides thermal 

aware and contention 

aware routing 

between nodes 

2D Mesh 

Provide high 

thermal 

reliability in 

Optical-NoC  

  

Only works in 

case of thermal 

fault occurrence. 

Seyednezhad et 

al.  [89] 

Provides multiple 

paths between source 

and destination 

2D Mesh 

Provides high 

quality of 

service. 

More than one 

path is beneficial 

for making 

proper decision.   

Requires high 

computation to 

find multiple 

paths. 

 

2.3  Shortcomings of the current techniques  

These are some of the major shortcomings that we have observed from the literature survey. 

Although Optical-NoC is capable of providing high communication power but the following 

shortcomings limit and degrades its overall performance.        

 Different Topological Optical-NoC architecture.  

To overcome the need for high communication power many researchers proposed different 

Optical-NoC architectures. These Optical-NoC architectures are capable of achieving efficient 

optical communication among PE nodes. These architectures use different topologies to provide 

connections among PE nodes and achieve high communication power. On contrary, there are a 

few limitations while modifying the size of the architecture like 4x4, 6x6--NxN.  

 Lack of efficient waveguide deployment. 

As compared to traditional NoC architecture, Optical NoC requires optical waveguides to 

provide connection among PE nodes. These waveguides are capable of providing high 

communication power but these are delicate and require proper deployment among PE nodes. 
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These deployments may affect architecture’s design complexity, fault rate, and algorithm’s 

complexity. 

 

 Proper Routing techniques. 

These Optical-NoC architectures help to achieve good optical transmission power among PE 

nodes. Routing techniques help to maintain proper and efficient communication, but in Optical-

NoC different architectures require different routing algorithms. Due to new architectures, some 

common routing algorithms like XY routing, XYX routing, directional first routing, and 

Odd/Even routing fails to work efficiently. These algorithms may encounter a deadlock 

situation and fail to achieve the shortest path between source and destination. 

 Using path reservation criteria. 

Another limitation that we have encountered in routing techniques is path reservation criteria. 

In path reservation two PE nodes achieve high communication power by reserving the required 

path for a particular time. This technique provides high communication among specific PE 

nodes, but there are some limitations like path blocking issues, deadlock situations, idle node 

usage, and resource starvation. These limitations eventually provide a bottleneck for the overall 

optical communication power in Optical-NoC. 

 Fault Occurrence in Optical-NoC. 

In Optical-NoC optical components are very delicate, a slight external or internal factor may 

trigger it into a faulty situation. The internal factors are overheating, micro-waves, and sound 

waves while pressure, bending, and external temperature are comes under external factors. 

These faulty situations affect communication which results in miss delivery of packets, decrease 

in performance, or results in overall system failure 

. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MODERN ARCHITECTURE FOR OPTICAL NETWORKS ON 

CHIP 

 

3.1  Introduction 

Recently, a large number of optical-NoC architectures have been developed to achieve an 

efficient and optimum waveguide network between PE nodes. These architectures are capable 

of achieving higher bandwidth to support high computation power. As per the literature review, 

different architectures are observed which provide different waveguide deployments for 

handling a large number of PE nodes [39, 40, 42, 43, 53, 67]. While doing a literature survey 

there are some drawbacks that we have observed in optical-NoC architectures. It has been 

noticed that different waveguide deployments or different topologies are constructed in the 

optical-NoC. Additionally, these different architectures require different routing techniques to 

perform proper communication. Furthermore, in case we want to change the size of the 

architecture, the whole waveguide deployment is to be modified. Thus, the proposed work 

represents 2×2 optical-NoC architecture to address the respective challenges. This architecture 

uses a circular waveguide and MRR to provide a proper connection among PE nodes. The 

proposed architecture was developed to act as a brick-like structure. This small brick 

architecture may help to construct other big optical-NoC architectures. 

3.2  Optical-NoC Communication System 

This section includes a brief idea about optical communication systems, before entering into 

the optical-NoC architecture’s design. Every communicational system has its own components 

that work to provide proper communication among sender and reviver. In optical-NoC, an 

optical signal is used to perform communication among PE nodes. These optical-NoC 

communication systems consist of several optical components which help to achieve a proper 

transmission.  These optical components are used to convert an electrical signal into an optical 

signal and then help to transmit the optical signal from the source to the destination. The optical-

NoC communication system is divided into three major parts generation, routing, and reception 

[90]. Figure 3.1, shows a pictorial representation of the optical-NoC communication system.  
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Generator is considered the first component used while performing optical transmission 

between nodes. This section includes the conversion of an electric signal into an optical signal. 

This process includes mainly four parts, first includes encoding of the received electric signal 

in which error detection/correction involves to improve QoS. Secondly, it includes the control 

over the data rate and packet latency rate through a transfer of electric data into the serialization 

section. Then at the third stage, it includes a drive circuit which is used to provide an electrical 

interface between electrical and optical sources. Lastly, it includes a modulator that helps to 

modulate generated optical signals into the waveguide. 

Routing is considered one of the main components of any communication system. Routing 

helps generated signals to travel between source and destination in a specific manner or we can 

say efficiently. Proper routing technique in any system adds many positive features like QoS, 

scalability, reduction in complexity, better communication, low error rate, and less miss rate. 

In the case of optical communication, we use waveguides or nano-optical fibers as interconnect 

between the PE nodes. These channels are capable of providing specific wavelengths as well 

as multi wavelengths at a particular time. 

Reception is considered as the last part of optical communication, this includes the collection 

of optical data from the major waveguide. This part also performs some major functions on the 
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Figure 3.1: Optical-NoC Communication System 
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optical signal to convert back into the electric signal. This section includes four sub-parts, 

firstly, it includes a detector that helps to detect an optical signal and convert that optical signal 

into an electric signal. Secondly, it passes through an amplifier which provides enough 

electrical power to perform an operation. Thirdly, it includes converting a high clock signal into 

low clock signals through a deserializer. Lastly, the decoder helps to convert the signal into its 

original form for further processing. 

3.3  Proposed Optical-NoC Architecture 

This section discusses the new proposed optical-NoC architecture which helps to eliminate 

some of the drawbacks that were observed. Out of all those drawbacks, we have observed that 

different waveguide deployments are proposed to perform connections between PE nodes. 

Additionally, these architectures fail to increase the size of the Optical-NoC with the same 

waveguide deployment [39, 40, 42]. Thus, new 2×2 optical-NoC architecture was proposed 

that acts as a brick-like structure. 

To construct optical architecture, different research papers and survey papers are studied [90, 

91, 92]. These papers help to observe how different optical components are used to construct 

efficient optical-NoC. In this architecture, waveguides are used as an interconnect medium 

between nodes. These waveguides consist of specific materials with special properties like total 

internal reflection, less crosstalk, and less SNR ratio. These waveguides are used to guide 

optical signals between nodes or we can say to manipulate optical signals between source and 

destination. In the proposed architecture we have also proposed MRR which helps to connect 

PE nodes with these waveguides.  

These MRR were used to extract particular optical signals from the waveguide into the PE node. 

In some architectures, direct connections are also provided between nodes without the use of 

MRR. Those architectures provide less optical loss while performing communication but results 

in complex optical-NoC design. Thus, the proposed architecture aims to construct efficient 

optical-NoC waveguide deployment among PE nodes, which helps to achieve a less complex 

architecture design. Further subsections explain briefly how waveguides are fabricated between 

nodes, which type of material is used to construct optical-NoC architecture. This material is 

used to construct waveguide, substrate, and MRR which are used to filter optical signals from 

the main waveguide.  
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3.3.1 Architecture Overview 

    

This section illustrates an overview of our proposed architecture. Firstly, Figure 3.2 (a), 

represents simulated proposed 2×2 2D optical-NoC architecture. In this architecture, we have 

used a circular waveguide to connect four PE nodes. These PE nodes are then connected through 

MRR which are used to extract optical signals from the main waveguide. Our proposed 

architecture uses 𝑆𝑖𝑂2 as a waveguide material while substrate as a Si (briefly mentioned in 

subsection 3.3.2). These MRRs work on the property of optical components known as the 

coupling effect.  

Figure 3.2 (b), represents a pictorial representation of 2×2 2D optical-NoC architecture. This 

figure represents four MRRs to connect the PE node to the major waveguide. Each MRR is 

used to extract optical signal from waveguide to PE node. These MRR can extract specific 

wavelengths thus represented in different colors (briefly mentioned in subsection 3.3.4). 

Proposed 2×2 optical-NoC architecture each PE node has its own MRR to extract optical signal 

from the waveguide.  

 

Main waveguide Micro-Ring for specific wavelength 

(a) (b) 

Figure 3.2: (a) Simulated proposed 2×2 optical-NoC architecture, (b) Graphical 

representation of 2×2 optical-NoC architecture. 
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3.3.2  Material Initialization 

Optical interconnects are considered as one of the main components for providing optical 

signals between PE nodes. These interconnects consist of nano-fibers and waveguides, which 

consist of specific materials to maintain the maximum QoS and minimum loss during 

communication. According to the literature survey, there are many materials that are used to 

construct efficient waveguides like TiO2, Al2O3, SiN, and SiO2 [90].  Out of all these materials, 

we select SiO2 for the construction of the waveguide and Si for the construction of the substrate. 

Figure 3.3, represents the side view of architecture.  

There are many promising factors that support considering SiO2 as our main waveguide material 

[93]. 

 It's a cheap and affordable cost for making proper waveguide material. 

 Provides high QoS by providing less overall light intensity loss. 

 It provides a high durability threshold i.e. high mechanical strength against pulling as well 

as bending. 

 The chemical stability of SiO2 is more as compared to other materials 

 This material is not hygroscopic i.e. good for electric components. 

 This material provides high optical transparency, mostly in the zone around 1.5μm 

wavelength.     

 

  

Heat Sink 

Electro-Optical Transceiver 

Optical Layer  

SiO2 for waveguide 

Si for substrate 

Figure 3.3: Side view of the architecture consists of SiO2 waveguide and Si as a substrate. 
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3.3.3  Proposed Waveguide 

This section discussed the waveguide fabrication in our proposed architecture. Waveguide is 

used to provide proper optical interconnect between PE nodes. These PE nodes are connected 

with major waveguides through MRR discussed briefly in the next section. We have used a 

circular waveguide in this architecture to reduce loss while optical transmission. In figure 3.4, 

we fabricated our proposed waveguide of cross-section denoted by "H × W” of 500nm × 220nm 

respectively. Mostly, the width of the waveguide is under 600nm to achieve acceptable mode 

operations. The radius of our circular waveguide or main waveguide was denoted by “R” of 

20,000 nm. Figure 3.4 shows the proposed waveguide deployment between nodes as well as 

MRR placement to connect PE nodes with the main waveguide. 

 

There are mainly four types of waveguides used while performing communication among PE 

nodes in optical-NoC [90, 91]. Each has its own properties and helps to provide flawless 

communication without creating any deadlock situation between sender and receiver. These 

waveguides are known as a single writer and multiple reader (SRMR), single writer and single 

reader (SWSR), multiple writer and single reader (MWSR), and multiple writer and multiple 

reader (MWMR). In SWMR, one sender is placed to transmit optical signals and many receivers 

are placed to filter optical signals from the major waveguide. In SWSR, only one sender and 

one receiver are used to communicate between PE nodes. In MWSR, multiple writers are placed 

to transmit optical signals, and a particular receiver is used to accept that signal from the 

 

W 

H 

R 

Figure 3.4: SiO2 waveguide network between PE node 1, PE node 2, PE node 3 and  PE 

node 4 over Si Substrate. 
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waveguide. In MWMR, multiple writers are used to transmit optical signals and multiple 

readers are used to filter optical signals from the waveguide. Out of all these optical 

waveguides, we have used a SWMR waveguide to construct the proposed architecture. Figure 

3.5 shows a pictorial representation of the SWMR waveguide in which one transmitter is used 

to transmit different optical signals into the waveguide while several receivers are used to filter 

optical signals at a receiver end. 

          

3.3.4  Proposed Micro-Ring Resonator 

This section discusses the proposed MRR used for the configuration of the proposed 2×2 

optical-NoC architecture. Originally MRR based PE nodes are constructed to achieve specific 

optical signals from the main waveguide. These resonators work on the property of optics 

known as the coupling effect, which helps to extract optical signals from the main waveguide 

to the respective PE nodes. In our proposed architecture, we have used four MRRs for each PE 

node (Node 1, Node 2, Node 3, and Node 4) respectively as per Figure 3.2 (b). There are many 

techniques used to construct MRRs, some of the well-known techniques are thermo-optic MRR, 

electro-optical MRR, acousto-optic MRR, magneto-optic MRR, and opto-optic MRR [90].  

All these MRRs helps to extract optical signal from the waveguide, but differ on the basic 

construction and different operating procedures. In thermo-optic MRRs, it uses heat energy to 

extract optical signals from the waveguide. In electro-optic MRR, PN junctions are used around 

the MRR to extract specific optical signals from the waveguide. In acousto-optic MRR, it uses 

stress signals to manipulate optical signals from the waveguide. In magneto-optic MRR, it uses 

magnetic fields to filter optical signals from the waveguide. In opto-optical MRR, it doesn’t 

require any external energy to perform optical filtering from the waveguide. This MRR was 

constructed in such a way that helps to extract a particular optical signal.  

R
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Figure 3.5: SWMR waveguide representation among sender and receiver 
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Out of all these MRRs, we have chosen opto-optic MRR for the construction of the proposed 

2×2 optical-NoC. These opto-optic MRR doesn’t require any external energy to perform optical 

filtering as compared to other MRRs. Furthermore, these opto-optic MRR are less complex to 

construct which helps to reduce architecture's design complexity. These two promising factors 

help to choose opto-optic MRR with respect to the other MRRs. In the proposed architecture as 

per Figure 3.2 (b), each PE node has its own specific MRR. These MRRs are of different colors 

which represent their unique properties. These MRRs are constructed in specific dimensions as 

per equation 3.1, which helps in filtering specific optical signals from the waveguide without 

affecting other optical signals. Table 3.1 shows the configuration of MRR's, which contains 

specific radius as well as wavelength (λ) which are filtered from these MRR.  

Table 3.1: 

 MRRs configuration used in the proposed architecture. 

Nodes Radius (nm) Wavelength (λ) 

MRR 1 8,000 1400 

MRR 2 7,000 1300 

MRR 3 9,000 1600 

MRR 4 8,500 1530 

 

These radii of MRRs are between 7000nm to 9000nm while the gap between MRR and 

waveguide lies between 100nm to 300nm. These MRRs work on a specific wavelength (λ), 

refractive index (neff), comparable mode (m), and radius (R). From equation 3.1, we can derive 

resonating wavelength (λ) for a unique radius (R) for each MRR. These respective refractive 

index are achieved from an online database [94] for SiO2 material.    

𝑚𝜆 = 2𝜋𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∗ R                                                  (3.1) 

These MRRs are considered as one of the major components which help to provide proper 

optical commutation among PE nodes. There is some figure of merits that are used to evaluate 

MRRs performance which includes FSR value (Free Spectral Range), FWHM value (Full-

Width Half-Maximum), finesse value, and Q-factor (Quality factor). Equations 3.1 to 3.4 are 

used to evaluate each MRRs figure of merits [95]. The first one is FSR value, which determines 

the distance between resonant peaks, the FSR value can be calculated by equation (3.2). In this 
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equation wavelength is represented by (λ), group refractive index is denoted by (ng) taken from 

database [94], and lastly circumference of MRR is represented by L=2πr.    

𝐹𝑆𝑅 =
λ2

𝑛𝑔∗𝐿
                                                            (3.2) 

The second figure of merit for MRR is known FWHM value, which determines the width of 

the resonant peak filtered from the main waveguide. The third figure of merit is known as 

finesse value, it is the ratio derived from FSR value and FWHM value. Equation 3.3 helps to 

achieve both FWHM value and finesse value of each MRR. In this equation, t denotes the 

coupling time and π is constant.  

𝐹 =
FSR

FWHD
= π ∗

t

1−t2                                               (3.3) 

Last and the most important figure of merit is known as Q-factor. The Q-factor of each MRR 

determines the sharpness in the resonator or the sharpness of the proposed MRR. Q-factor 

directly dependent upon the finesse i.e higher the finesse value higher the Q-factor. Equation 

3.4 helps to calculate Q-factor of each MRR. 

𝑄 = π ∗
𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓 ∗ L

λ
∗

t

1 − t2
 

𝑄 =
𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑓∗L

λ
∗ 𝐹                                                     (3.4) 

From all equations 3.1 to 3.4, calculated respective values are represented in Table 3.2. Each 

MRR used in Node 1, Node 2, Node 3, and Node 4 have its own FSR value, FWHM value, 

Finesse value, and Q-factor. The average Q-factor of our proposed architecture is achieved up 

to 2,238.45 while using an optical signal wavelength between 1300nm to 1600nm. 

Table 3.2: 

 Regarding MRR’s configuration specifications. 

Node 
Radius 

(nm) 
λ (nm) 𝒏𝒆𝒇𝒇 

Mode 

(m) 

FSR 

(nm) 

FWHM 

(nm) 

Finesse 

value 
Q-factor 

MRR 1 8000 1400 1.5297 55 25.20 0.62 40.72 2,235.29 

MRR 2 7000 1300 1.5310 52 24.83 0.70 35.35 1,830.12 

MRR 3 9000 1600 1.5270 54 29.23 0.59 48.80 2,632.33 

MRR 4 8500 1530 1.5280 53 28.31 0.66 42.32 2,256.08 
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As per Figure 3.2 (b), a pictorial representation of 2×2 optical-NoC architecture is presented. 

In which proper waveguide deployment is used between PE nodes while MRRs are used to 

connect each PE node to the waveguide. These MRRs are constructed in a specific manner to 

filter optical signals of desired wavelength (λ).  

3.4  Summary 

This chapter describes the workflow of the proposed methodology that helps to overcome the 

different topological designs and lack of efficient waveguide deployment in Optical NoC. 

Firstly, the proposed 2x2 optical NoC architecture act as a brick-like structure to configure other 

big NoC architecture. Thus, while modifying the size of the architecture overall reconstruction 

is not required. Secondly, while configuring other architectures proposed brick-like structure 

helps to provide optimal waveguide deployment among PE nodes.  
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CHAPTER 4 

SUSTAINABLE COMMUNICATION FOR OPTICAL 

NETWORKS-ON-CHIP 

 

4.1  Introduction 

Optical-NoC is considered as the perfect alternative to support high computation power by 

providing proper communication channels. As per the previous chapter, optical-NoC 

architectures with waveguide deployment among PE nodes helps to achieve proper optical 

transmission between them. This architecture requires routing algorithms to maintain proper 

and efficient optical transmission between nodes. There are many routing protocols proposed 

by researchers to perform optical routing in NoCs [49, 54, 55, 58, 59, 60]. These routing 

protocols help to maintain and implement flawless optical communication in NoCs. This 

chapter deals with routing protocols used in the proposed optical-NoC architecture constructed 

through several brick-like structures. The proposed architecture and routing protocols help to 

achieve the shortest path between source and destination without causing any deadlock 

situation. While doing the literature survey there are some research gaps that we have 

encountered that affect the overall performance of optical-NoCs. The main focus of this chapter 

is to provide proper optical communication among PE nodes as well as to overcome some 

research gaps.          

4.2  Routing Algorithms used in Optical-NoCs 

There are many routing algorithms proposed by researchers to support proper communication 

in Optical-NoCs. These routing algorithms help to attain maximum power of the optical 

channels by providing proper resource management and less deadlock occurrence, which limits 

the overall performance of NoCs. There are some research gaps that we have encountered in 

optical-NoC routing techniques, which affect the overall communicational performance. This 

section elaborates the different routing techniques that are used in NoCs as well as some 

research gaps that we have noticed in the optical-NoC routing technique. 

Some of the common routing algorithms that are used in NoCs are XY routing, XYX routing, 

direction first routing, and odd-even routing [67, 96, 97]. These routing algorithms are used to 
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perform proper communication among PE nodes with less computation complexity. In XY 

routing, packets are first traveled in X-axis direction and then in Y-axis direction until it reaches 

their destination. In XYX routing packets are free to move in X-axis and Y-axis depending 

upon the destination. Both routing algorithms are known as turn model routing in which packets 

are moved either in a clockwise direction or in an anticlockwise direction to reach their 

destination. These algorithms are very beneficial to avoid deadlock situations and very reliable 

in terms of 2D mesh architectures. Furthermore, XY routing prohibits at least four turns to 

escape deadlock situations as compared to other routing models.   

In direction first, packets are move mostly in any direction like north first and west first. The 

packet will choose the next appropriate step on the basis of the destination. While these routing 

algorithms are more complex as compared to XY routing. This directional first routing achieves 

the shortest path between source and destination with fewer deadlock situations. While odd-

even routing is considered as one of the most popular routing techniques which achieve adaptive 

routing. Odd-even routing is known as a partial adaptive routing technique without any virtual 

channel usage. These algorithms are consist of some set of rules which help to decide its next 

appropriate steps like east turn cannot be taken in an even column, north turn cannot be taken 

in an odd column.        

 It is observed that different optical-NoC architecture does not work on these common routing 

algorithms. Different optical-NoC architecture has different waveguide deployment, thus 

different routing algorithms are used to perform communication among PE nodes. Different 

authors proposed different routing algorithms, which are the combination of common routing 

techniques to perform communication in their proposed optical-NoC architectures. Other 

problems statement that we have observed in these routing algorithms are known as path 

reservation criteria. 

Many researchers have proposed a solution to provide deadlock-free routing in optical-NoC 

architecture. Most of the researchers follow a particular step while performing communication 

between nodes known as path reservation criteria [39, 43]. As per Figure 4.1, a qualitative time 

diagram is mentioned which shows how optical transmission between nodes is done. This 

diagram shows three major steps known as path-setup process, message transmission, and path-

teardown process. In the path-setup process, a particular packet is used to reserve a path 

between source and destination before performing actual optical transmission. In some work, 

this path reservation packet is transmitted through an electric signal while in others a specific 
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optical path is used. In message transmission optical signal is transmitted between nodes once 

the path is successfully reserved between the nodes. In last path-teardown process is used, this 

process works when the optical transmission is successfully completed. This packet is used 

between source and sender to free the reserved path and make the path available for other PE 

nodes.  

       

This path reservation criteria is beneficial for providing better performance in terms of high 

bandwidth by transmitting the large data packet. But on the other hand, these criteria add some 

issues in optical-NoC transmission. Firstly, if anyone wants to set up a path and a path is already 

reserved in that case, communication is not achieved. In this case, particular PE nodes are sent 

into the waiting stage, which increases idle node usage.  These criteria are used in many recent 

research works like [39, 40, 43, 96]. As per Shacham et al. [43], “Once the path is acquired, 

the transmission latency of the optical data is very short and depends only on the group velocity 

of light in a silicon waveguide”, which sums up a huge overall optical transmission latency.  

Moreover, the path setup technique contributes to a resource starvation problem, also holds all 

other nodes while providing flawless transmission only between a particular sender and 

destination. As per optical communication, in the proposed optical-NoC architecture results of 

transmission latency between nodes are very low as compared to the path reservation process. 

Thus, path-reservation criteria are not efficient as well as not preferable to perform 

communication in the proposed optical-NoC architecture. In our proposed algorithm, we have 

adopted another technique rather than path reservation criteria to perform optical 

communication among nodes and remove some issues like resource starvation, idle nodes 

usage, and a deadlock situation.  

Source 

Destination 

𝑇PATH−RESERVATION 

𝑇MESSAGE−TRANSMISSION 𝑇PATH−SETUP 

Figure 4.1: Qualitative time diagram between source and destination. 
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4.3  Proposed Routing Algorithm 

This section elaborates on the proposed routing algorithm which is used to perform optical 

communication in the proposed architecture. Proposed optical-NoC architectures are 

constructed by combining several brick-like structures. This proposed algorithm is independent 

of the size of the architecture and helps to perform communication in any optical-NoC 

architectures (4×4, 6×6, 8×8, --- N×N). The proposed routing algorithm uses a token-based 

protocol instead of path reservation criteria. The token-based protocol is used to provide 

starvation-free mutual exclusive on shared resources (waveguide). The token protocol is used 

to provide a specific time interval for each PE node to transmit an optical signal without causing 

any deadlock situation. 

       
Figure 4.2: Representation of 4×4-mesh architecture. 
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The proposed routing algorithm is inspired by both XY routing as well as odd-even routing. 

This algorithm helps to achieve the shortest path between source and destination or achieves 

minimal routing. As per Figure 4.2, this section uses 4×4 optical-NoC architecture (using five 

bricks of 2×2 optical-NoC architecture) to demonstrate the algorithm's working and different 

processes. These processes include PE nodes position, selection process, and searching process 

which helps to achieve the shortest path between source and destination. 

4.3.1 PE Node Position 

This section illustrates the first process used in the proposed algorithm. This process includes 

the initialization of each PE node with its specific node information. As per Figure 4.3, each 

PE node has its information in terms of X-axis, Y-axis, PE node number, and Weight. X-axis 

and Y-axis represent the coordinates of each PE node. PE node number represents the unique 

number as per architecture’s configuration. In last weight is calculated by adding its X-axis and 

Y-axis as per equation 4.1.  

𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = (𝑥 + 𝑦)                                                        (4.1) 

 
Figure 4.3:  4x4 Optical-NoC architecture. 
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This calculated weight helps to determine each PE node in terms of odd and even position. This 

process helps to work the next process by differentiating between nodes according to their 

respective weights.  

4.3.2 Selection Process 

This section includes the selection process, in which particular PE nodes are selected before 

performing optical transmission. The proposed architecture consists of several brick-like 

structures as per Figure 4.4 two different scenarios are presented which show the selection 

process according to their respective PE node position. These selection processes are performed 

by equations 4.2 and 4.3 for odd position and even position respectively.  

𝑂𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 = (𝑥 − 1 , 𝑦), (𝑥 , 𝑦 + 1), (𝑥 − 1 , 𝑦 + 1), (𝑥 , 𝑦 − 1), (𝑥 + 1 , 𝑦), (𝑥 +

1 , 𝑦 − 1)                                                (4.2) 

 

𝐸𝑉𝐸𝑁𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 = (𝑥 + 1 , 𝑦), (𝑥 , 𝑦 + 1), (𝑥 + 1 , 𝑦 + 1), (𝑥 , 𝑦 − 1), (𝑥 − 1, 𝑦), (𝑥 −

1 , 𝑦 − 1)                                                (4.3) 

This equation uses coordinates of the particulate PE node and then performs a selection process 

to select appropriate PE nodes. Figure 4.4 (a), shows the odd position's PE node selection 

process and Figure 4.4 (b), shows the selection process for even weight PE nodes. These 

selected PE nodes are used by the next process to select suitable PE nodes for performing optical 

communication. 

4.3.3 Searching Process 

This section elaborates on the searching technique used to find the nearest PE node towards the 

destination node. In this, we are using the Euclidian distance formula to measure the distance 

between selected PE nodes coordinates and then selecting appropriate PE nodes to transmit 

optical data. This formula of Euclidian distance is represented in equation 4.4. 

Euclidian distance =  √(𝑋 − 𝑥𝑖)2 + (𝑌 − 𝑦𝑖)2                               (4.4) 

As per equation 4.4, (X, Y) represents the coordinates of the destination PE node, while (xi, yi) 

represents the coordinates of PE nodes. These PE nodes are selected according to their 

respective position, as per the previous process known as the selection process. While 

calculating each distance between selected PE nodes and destination nodes, the PE node 

containing minimum distance is selected to perform optical signal is transmitted. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 4.4: One scenario of the selection process. (a) The selection process in ODD PE 

node, (b) Selection process in EVEN PE node. 
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Figure 4.5 presents the flow chart of the proposed routing algorithm, these all processes are 

used to achieve the shortest distance between source and destination. The proposed algorithm 

contains all these steps to perform flawless work. The steps of the proposed routing algorithm 

are summarised in algorithm 4.1.  

Initialization of NoC Architectures 

(2×2, 3×3, 4×4, 5×5, ----------------N×N) 

PE node position 

Initialization of CA, DA, PA and overall 

NoC map 

Selection Process 

Is Destination 

Node Present? 

Evaluate Euclidean distance formula 

Select next nearest node 

Start optical transmission 

Start optical transmission  

Stop 

Start 

No Yes 

Figure 4.5: Flow chart of proposed routing algorithm 

Token Expires No 

Yes 
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Algorithm 4.1: Pseudo code of proposed routing algorithm 

Input: Token achieved, Current node axis (CA); Possible axis(PA); 4x4 node axis 

information (map); Destining axis(DA) 

Output: Co-ordinates of nearest node(NR); 

1: Initialize the coordinates of each node as per initialization process which includes 

providing respective coordinates to each PE node.   

2: Assign weights to each PE node. 

3: Initialize Current node axis (CA), Possible axis (PA), overall PE node map and 

Destination axis (DA) according to packet. 

4: Perform selection process as per equation 4.2 and 4.3 to evaluate (PA).  

PA = SelectionProcess (CA) 

5: Check for DA in PA 

if ( any PA == DA) 

Start transmission 

else  

Move to searching process 

6: Perform Euclidian Distance on PA with respect to DA 

Update CA = minimum distance (between PA and DA) 

Start transmission to CA 

Move to step 3 until token expires. 

 

4.4 Routing Mechanism 

This section illustrates the working of the proposed routing algorithm, which helps to perform 

optical signal transmission between PE nodes. Figure 4.6, represents how the token-based 

protocol is used to provide proper sharing of resources between them. This shows particular 

scenarios in which the PE node is denoted by "S" when the token is achieved while other PE 

nodes are denoted by "R".  

The proposed routing algorithm works on big optical-NoC architecture and helps to find the 

shortest path between source and destination. The working of the routing algorithm can be 

easily understood by taking an example. Let suppose in this, we consider PE node 7 as a sender 

while PE node 12 as a destination as per figure 4.2, in which 4×4 optical-NoC is constructed 

by five 2×2 bricks.  
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In this Figure 4.7, each PE node has its info like PE node 7 have (1, 1, 7, and 2): which represents 

its coordinates (1, 1) it node number (7), and the weight assigned to it as (2). After going through 

the selection process it selects three PE nodes (PE node 5, PE node 6, and PE node 8). After 

that using searching process (calculating Euclidian distance) between each selected PE node 

and destination PE node. The nearest PE node is selected (PE node 6) and then an optical signal 

is transmitted to PE node 6. Now PE node 6, having coordinates (2, 2, 6, and 4) follows the 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 4.6:  (a) Token achieved by PE node (1, 9, 5, 13), (b) Token achieved by PE node 

(2, 10, 6, 14), (c) Token achieved by PE node (3, 11, 7, 15) (d) Token achieved by PE 

node (4, 8, 12, 16) 
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same steps to transmit signal towards the destination node. In the selection process, it selects 

six PE nodes (PE node 4, PE node 5, PE node 7, PE node 8, PE node 11, and PE node 13). After 

performing the searching process nearest PE node is selected (PE node 11) out of all selected 

PE nodes, to transmit optical signal towards it. Again PE node 11 will perform a selection 

process to select appropriate PE nodes (PE node 4, PE node 6, PE node 13, PE node 9, PE node 

10, and PE node 12). Before going to the searching process, it checks for the destination PE 

node in selected PE nodes, if the destination PE node is present then it eliminates the searching 

process. Thus in the last, PE node 11 selects destination PE node 12 to transmit optical data. 

The overall routing algorithm used (PE node 7 → PE node 6 → PE node 11 →PE node 12) to 

transmit optical data efficiently as well as in the shortest way possible as shown in Figure 4.7.  

 

Figure 4.7:  Routing mechanism for 16 nodes Optical-NoC (Between PE node 7 and PE 

node 12). 
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4.5 Summary 

This chapter presents the proposed routing algorithm that helps to overcome the shortcomings 

like proper routing techniques and path reservation criteria. This algorithm helps to maintain 

proper optical communication and achieves the shortest path between source and destination. 

Additionally, this algorithm uses an alternate method instead of path reservation criteria and 

removes issues like path blocking, idle node usage, and deadlock situations.   
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CHAPTER 5 

DEALING WITH FAULT OCCURRENCE IN OPTICAL 

NETWORKS-ON-CHIP 

5.1 Introduction 

Optical interconnects or we may say optical components used in optical-NoC are very delicate 

in nature. As we are advancing into the deep microns from micrometer to the nanometer 

technology, these components are more vulnerable to defects during fabrication and during the 

systems lifetime [72, 78, 97]. These optical-NoCs are considered as important or valuable parts 

for the future of complex many-core and multicore chips. Thus, fault-tolerant techniques are 

essential to improve the overall performance of the complex optical-NoC. This chapter explores 

the different cases which lead to faulty situations in optical-NoC architectures. These works 

discuss the proposed architecture's reliability analysis and the proposed fault-tolerant routing 

algorithm. The proposed fault-tolerant routing algorithm helps to keep the negative effects of 

the faulty situation on the optical-NoC’s performance as low as possible [82, 83, 87]. Targeting 

random faults, the proposed algorithm achieves fault tolerance by using a fast and simple 

mechanism which includes, optical-NoC monitoring and alternate path adaption. The proposed 

work is tested under different faulty situations from 0% fault rate to 20% fault rate. The 

experimental results show the fault-tolerant nature as well as the effectiveness of the proposed 

algorithm.                         

5.2 Fault Occurrence in Optical Networks-on-chip 

This section elaborates on the fault occurrence in optical-NoC, due to their delicate nature. 

Some of the vulnerable components in optical-NoC are waveguides and MRRs, which helps to 

provide proper optical communication between PE nodes. There are many internal and external 

factors that cause a faulty situation in optical-NoC, which results in overall low performance 

[71, 72, 74, 77]. Some internal factors include microwaves, sound waves, and overheating while 

external factor includes pressure, bending, and external temperature. These factors affect 

optical-NoC components, which results in the miss delivery of data packet and cause faulty 

path setup rate while performing optical communication. The key component of the proposed 

architecture is MRRs, which are very sensitive to temperature fluctuation or manufacturing 

error. A single MRRs failure can cause the message to be miss-delivered and lost, which results 
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Circular Waveguide 

Micro-Ring Resonator 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.1: Presented optical-NoC architecture, (a) Represents 16×16 Optical-NoC architecture consisting of 113 bricks, (b) one brick of 

2x2 optical-NoC architecture 
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in complete failure of the system. The proposed algorithm helps to deal with the faulty situation 

and provides an alternate path to ensure packet transmission. We have considered 16×16 

Optical-NoC architecture, as they are more vulnerable to getting faulty and causing an overall 

system failure.          

5.2.1 Optical NoC Architecture 

This section includes the construction of 16×16 Optical-NoC architecture, which is used to 

perform experimental analysis. The proposed architecture consists of organizing several bricks 

as mentioned in chapter 3. Figure 5.1 (a), represents 16×16 Optical-NoC architecture which is 

capable of containing 256 PE nodes on a single chip. Figure 5.1 (b), represents one brick 2×2 

Optical-NoC architecture, we have used 113 bricks and a total of 452 MRR to construct 16×16 

Optical-NoC architecture. These MRRs are used to connect each PE node to the circular 

waveguide which helps to extract an optical signal of a specific wavelength as mentioned in 

chapter 3.        

5.2.2 Architecture’s Reliability Analysis  

The proposed architecture is represented in Figure 5.1, architecture is fully working under non-

faulty conditions. Architecture's reliability is calculated theoretically to gather information 

regarding NoC’s working under faulty conditions. To evaluate reliability, we have considered 

NoC architecture under worst-case scenarios. 

𝑅𝑂−𝑁𝑜𝐶 = ∏ 𝑅𝐿(𝑖) ×
𝑁𝐿
𝑖=1 ∏ 𝑅𝑂𝑅

̇ (𝑗) ×
𝑁𝑂𝑅̇

𝑗=1 ∏ 𝑅𝑂𝑅
̈ (𝑘)𝑁𝑂𝑅̈

𝑘=1                  (5.1)  

Equation 5.1 is used to calculate systems reliability [80], denoted by 𝑅𝑂−𝑁𝑜𝐶, where 𝑁𝐿 

represents the number of waveguides used to connect PE nodes. These PE node uses MRR to 

perform operations using optical signals. In this equation, we have presented the number of 

horizontal MRR with 𝑁𝑂𝑅
̇  while the number of MRR used in a vertical direction is denoted 

by 𝑁𝑂𝑅
̈ . The reliability of the waveguide is resented by 𝑅𝐿(𝑖), where the reliability of MRR 

used in horizontal and vertical MRR are presented by 𝑅𝑂𝑅
̇ (𝑗) and 𝑅𝑂𝑅

̈ (𝑘) respectively. In our 

purposed architecture we assume the working of the waveguide in normal conditions thus. 

𝑅𝐿 = 1                                                             (5.2) 
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* 

Figure 5.2: (a) Represents worst-case scenarios in 16x16 optical NoC. Figure 5.2 (b) Representing one worst-case in16x16 2D faulty 

optical- NoC architecture 

Faulty Optical-MRR MRR1 

and MRR2 

MRR3, MRR4 & MRR5 Becomes Invalid 

(a) (b) 

* 
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As per optics, opto-optic MRR is considered as most delicate part of optical NoC. Opto-optic 

MRRs are fabricated to construct more energy-efficient NoC. In opto-optic MRR external 

energy is not required to perform a function, thus any internal or external energy may provide 

fault to the MRR. The reliability of both horizontal and vertical MRRs is calculated by equation 

5.3 [80]. 

𝑅𝑂𝑅
̇ (𝑗)𝑜𝑟𝑅𝑂𝑅

̈ (𝑘) = 1 −  ∑ 𝜕𝑚( 𝑚
𝑛𝑛

𝑚=0 ) (1 − 𝑝)𝑚(𝑝)𝑛−𝑚                 (5.3) 

As per equation 5.3, 𝑝 is considered as the reliability of each MRR used in the construction of 

PIC architecture. In this, each fault that occurred in MRR is independent of the other. Where 

the total number of valid PE nodes is denoted by n and invalid nodes are represented by m. The 

failure probability of MRR presented in architecture is represented by 𝜕𝑚(0 < 𝜕
𝑚

< 1). In this, 

we have considered worst-case scenarios which result in major system failure.  

As per Figure 5.2 (a), optical NoC architecture is represented which shows red-colored PE 

nodes. These PE nodes are considered faulty nodes or we can say invalid nodes.  The total 

number of PE nodes is 256, in which 452 MRR are used, where n represents 452 and m denotes 

nodes that become invalid MRR. In such case, if m=0 represents no invalid node, results in full 

NoC working or may say proper working. While if one MRR doesn't work (m=1) i.e. one 

invalid MRR is present in that case our architecture works properly. Then we can say in both 

m=0 and m=1, the probability of getting any fault is zero 𝜕0 = 0 and 𝜕1 = 0.  

But as per Figure 5.2 (b), if both MRR of those red-colored PE nodes are present that another 

MRR becomes invalid. As per Figure 5.2 (b), MRR 1 and MRR 2 become invalid at the same 

time thus resulting in generating three invalid MRR (MRR3, MRR4, and MRR5). As per 

equation representation. 

𝜕2 = 3/( 2
452)                                                    (5.4) 

𝜕2( 2
452) = 3                                                     (5.5) 

  By calculating 𝜕0 , 𝜕1 and 𝜕2 from equation (5.5) evaluating 𝑅𝑂𝑅
̇  as follows:  

𝑅𝑂𝑅
̇ = 1 −  ∑ 𝜕𝑚( 𝑚

452452
𝑚=0 ) (1 − 𝑝)𝑚(𝑝)452−𝑚                            (5.6) 

≥ 1 −  3(1 − 𝑝)2(𝑝)450 − ∑  ( 𝑚
452452

𝑚=3 ) (1 − 𝑝)𝑚(𝑝)452−𝑚                   (5.7)   

As per optical MRR in our proposed architecture we haven’t used any vertical connections, thus 

reliability of vertical opto MRR are considered as per equation 5.8. 
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𝑅𝑂𝑅
̈ = 1                                                  (5.8) 

 𝑅𝑂−𝑁𝑜𝐶 = 1 ×  [ 𝑅𝑂𝑅
̇ ]𝑚𝑛  × 1                                (5.9) 

𝑅𝑂−𝑁𝑜𝐶 ≥  [1 −  3(1 − 𝑝)2(𝑝)450 − ∑  ( 𝑚
452452

𝑚=3 ) (1 − 𝑝)𝑚(𝑝)452−𝑚]𝑚𝑛 (5.10) 

All over structure’s reliability is calculated by equations 5.1, 5.7 and 5.8 represented by 

equation 5.10. 

5.3 Fault Tolerance in Optical Networks-on-Chip 

Fault tolerance provides the capacity to the architecture for tackling a faulty situation and 

provides a runtime solution for maintaining proper communication among PE nodes. There are 

several fault-tolerant methods to eliminate the faulty situation in Optical-NoC. These methods 

can be categorized into two parts detection type and recovery type [86]. In this work, we have 

adopted recovery-type methods which help to maintain workflow under a faulty situation. 

Under the recovery method, there are mainly four types which include modular redundancy, 

thermal tuning, noise, and re-routing. In modular redundancy, use of WDM which provides 

multiple wavelengths between PE nodes to counter the faulty situation. In thermal tuning, 

critical components like MRR and waveguides are preserved from overheating. To reduce 

overheating, traffic management is used to move high traffic from overused MRR, by switching 

MRR off for some time and by using extra components to reduce overall systems temperature. 

In noise, the use of specifically designed optical switches is used to reduce the SNR ratio and 

also help to decrease the faulty situation. In re-routing, specific algorithms or also known as 

adaptive routing are designed to counter the faulty situation in Optical-NoC. 

From the above-mentioned techniques, we adopted re-routing to deal with the faulty situation. 

One of the main reasons for choosing re-routing is to generate optimal and less complex 

solutions regarding the faulty situation. In other techniques, extra components are used to deal 

with a faulty situation which increases design complexity in Optical-NoC, while in re-routing 

backup routing algorithm is used which acts under faulty situations. These routing algorithms 

help to generate the next optimal path and eliminate faulty nodes between source and 

destination. The proposed routing algorithm is known as the faulty tolerant routing algorithm 

discussed in the next subsection. 
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5.3.1 Proposed Fault-Tolerant Routing Algorithm 

This section explains the proposed algorithm known as the fault-tolerant routing algorithm. 

Proposed work helps to deal with the faulty situation and act as a backup routing algorithm. 

This algorithm works if, the simple routing algorithm proposed in the previous chapter fails to 

achieve a destination under a faulty situation. This algorithm act as a re-routing by neglecting 

faulty nodes and achieves a destination with other optimal paths. The previous routing 

algorithm helps to generate the shortest path between sender and destination as shown in Figure 

5.3, when faulty nodes are not present. Under the faulty condition, the simple routing fails to 

achieve the destination or create a dead-end.  Thus, the proposed fault-tolerant routing 

algorithm adds some additional operations in the simple routing algorithm proposed in the 

previous chapter. Some of the major processes used in fault-tolerant routing algorithms are PE 

nodes position, Selection process, elimination technique, and searching process. These 

additional operations provide runtime checking of the faulty nodes which helps to decide the 

next appropriate step while on the other side it also provides adaptive nature to the proposed 

fault-tolerant routing algorithm.   

 

Valid Nodes 

Waveguide 

PE Nodes 

Initial Nodes 

Faulty Nodes 

Destination 

Nodes 

Figure 5.3: Represents communication in 16x16 2D Optical-NoC (no faulty node 

available) 
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5.3.1.1 PE Node Position 

This section includes the first process used in the proposed fault-tolerant routing algorithm. 

This process helps to provide each PE node with its information. This information includes X-

axis, Y-axis, PE node number, and Weight. The X-axis and Y-axis represent the coordinates of 

each PE node. PE node number represents the unique number as per Optical-NoC’s 

configuration. In last as per equation 5.11, weight is calculated by addicting the X-axis and Y-

axis. This calculated weight helps to determine each PE node's position in terms of odd and 

even position.      

𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = (𝑥 + 𝑦)                                                        (5.11) 

5.3.1.2 Selection Process 

This section includes the selection process, which helps to select specific PE nodes before 

performing optical transmission. This process uses calculated weight to perform its operation, 

as per equations 5.12 and 5.13. PE node with odd weight uses equation 5.12 while PE node 

with even weight uses equation 5.13 to select appropriate PE nodes before optical transmission. 

In these equations x, y represents the coordinate of PE node performing selection process.   

𝑂𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 = (𝑥 − 1 , 𝑦), (𝑥 , 𝑦 + 1), (𝑥 − 1 , 𝑦 + 1), (𝑥 , 𝑦 − 1), (𝑥 + 1 , 𝑦), (𝑥 +

1 , 𝑦 − 1)                                                (5.12) 

 

𝐸𝑉𝐸𝑁𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 = (𝑥 + 1 , 𝑦), (𝑥 , 𝑦 + 1), (𝑥 + 1 , 𝑦 + 1), (𝑥 , 𝑦 − 1), (𝑥 − 1, 𝑦), (𝑥 −

1 , 𝑦 − 1)                                                (5.13) 

5.3.1.3 Elimination Technique 

This section includes the elimination techniques, which are added newly to update the previous 

simple routing algorithm to a fault-tolerant routing algorithm. This section includes major steps 

like maintaining a knowledge base, checking selected PE nodes from the selection process, and 

last includes eliminating faulty nodes at the same time known as elimination. These major steps 

help faulty tolerant routing algorithms to deal with the faulty situation and make communication 

possible.   

Knowledgebase: This part includes maintaining a log file that includes all PE node's 

information (whether it's working or not working). This log file is used to check each PE node 

status from time to time and update if necessary. 
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Checking: This part includes comparing PE nodes selected at a time of the selection process 

with the log file. This step helps to identify the faulty PE nodes before transmitting an optical 

signal, which results in energy wastage as well as failed transmission. This section also helps 

to update the log file if any failure is encountered while transmission. This step also makes a 

list of those PE nodes which are faulty and helps to execute the next step. 

Elimination: This section includes eliminating faulty nodes before performing optical 

transmission. This step eliminates the selected PE nodes from the selection process and then 

updates new selected PE nodes. This information is also updated in the knowledge base. These 

newly selected PE nodes (excludes all faulty PE nodes) are used by the next step. 

These processes are added to transform a simple routing algorithm into a fault-tolerant routing 

algorithm. This process also helps to make our fault-tolerant routing algorithm adaptive. 

5.3.1.4 Searching Process 

This section includes a searching technique that requires the Euclidian Distance formula as per 

equation 5.14 to evaluate the next nearest PE node towards the destination PE node. This section 

uses the coordinates that were picked by the selection process as well as the elimination 

technique to determine the shortest path between two PE nodes. 

Euclidian distance =  √(𝑋 − 𝑥𝑖)2 + (𝑌 − 𝑦𝑖)2                    (5.14) 

As per equation 5.14, (X, Y) represents the coordinates of the destination PE node, while (xi, 

yi) represents the coordinates of PE nodes selected by our previous steps. 

These all processes are used to determine the shortest path between source and destination 

despite fault occurrence. This algorithm also provides alternate paths between source and 

destination and overcomes the faulty situation at runtime. Figure 5.4 represent the flow chart of 

the proposed fault-tolerant routing algorithm while steps followed by the proposed algorithm 

are summarised in algorithm 5.1 
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Initialization of NoC Architectures 

(2×2, 3×3, 4×4, 5×5, ----------------N×N) 

PE node position 

Initialization of FnB, CA, DA, PA and 

overall NoC map 
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Check for faulty 
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Eliminate Faulty nodes 
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Update Knowledge base (FnB) 

Destination Node 
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Evaluate Euclidean distance formula 

Select next nearest node 
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No 
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Figure 5.4: Flow chart of Fault-Tolerant routing algorithm 
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Algorithm 5.1: Pseudo code for fault tolerant routing algorithm 

Input: Token achieved; Faulty node base (FnB); current node axis (CA); Possible axis(PA); 

16x16 node axis information (map); Destining axis(DA) 

Output: Coordinates of nearest node(NR); 

1: Initialize the coordinates of each node which includes providing respective 

coordinates to each PE node.   

2: Assign weights to each PE node. 

3: Initialize Faulty node base (FnB), Current node axis (CA), Possible axis (PA), 

overall PE node map and Destination axis (DA). 

4: Perform selection process evaluate (PA).  

PA = SelectionProcess (CA) 

5: Check for PE nodes in faulty nodes as per FnB 

If (any PA == FnB) 

Eliminate (that PA) 

Update (PA) 

Update (FnB) 

6: Check for DA in PA 

if ( any PA == DA) 

Start transmission 

else  

Move to searching process 

7: Perform Euclidian Distance for each PA with respect to DA 

Update NR = minimum distance (between PA and DA) 

Start transmission to NR 

Move to step 3 until token expires. 

 

5.3.2 Routing Mechanism 

This section represents the routing mechanism of the proposed fault-tolerant algorithm to 

provide proper communication between source and destination. In this, we have considered the 

same destination and sender as shown in Figure 5.3. In this, we have considered two scenarios 

to represent the working of the fault-tolerant routing algorithm. In these scenarios, one PE node 

is faulty as shown in Figure 5.5 (a) and Figure 5.5 (b). In such a faulty situation proposed fault-

tolerant routing algorithm provides the next alternate path to reach the destination. The
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Figure 5.5: (a) and (b) representing communication when one node is faulty in 2D 16x16 Optical-NoC 

Invalid MRR Node 

Old Routing 

(a) (b) 

New Routing 
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proposed algorithm helps to eliminate the old routing path used by simple routing as shown in 

Figure 5.3 and adopt new routing at the same time. This elimination of old routing helps to 

remove miss-delivery as well as provides solutions regarding the faulty situation.  

5.4  Summary   

This chapter helps to overcome the major research gap known as fault occurrence in Optical 

NoC. The proposed routing algorithm is known as the fault-tolerant routing algorithm act as a 

backup routing algorithm that works when the normal routing algorithm fails to achieve the 

destination. This algorithm helps to determine the next optimal path between PE nodes under 

faulty situations and helps to maintain communication among PE nodes.  
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CHAPTER 6 

SIMULATION METHODOLOGY 

 

6.1  Introduction  

This chapter discusses the simulation methodology which are used to evaluate our proposed 

new techniques. This includes simulation software used to construct and configure our proposed 

architecture and two routing algorithms respectively. To achieve desired results the proposed 

techniques are used to run on a machine configured with CPU Ryzen 3 3300x @4.2 GHz, GPU 

NVidia 1660 super 6 GB, RAM 16GB, and Windows 10 64 bit operating system. Subsection 

6.2 discusses about the new architecture Optical NoC design. After that subsection 6.3 discusses 

the simulation methodology for the proposed new routing algorithm and at the end, the 

simulation methodology for the proposed new fault-tolerant routing algorithm are discussed in 

subsection 6.3 

6.2 Simulation Methodology for Modern Architecture for Optical NoC 

This section illustrates our simulation framework used to simulate our proposed 2×2 optical-

NoC architecture. This architecture is constructed by using Lumerical FDTD 2018a, which 

includes the construction of the proposed waveguide as well as proposed MRRs presented in 

section 3.3. The proposed 2×2 optical-NoC architecture is observed by passing optical signals 

of different wavelengths between MRRs as mentioned in Table 3.2 (of chapter 3rd). This 

simulation includes four MRRs and one SWMR waveguide as shown in Figure 3.2 (a) (of 

chapter 3rd). 

To support our proposed MRR design we have used to compare the figure of merits like FSR 

value, FWHM value, finesse value and Q-factor with respect to Karanth et al. [40] work. The 

author used the same technique of using MRR to connect PE nodes with waveguides and uses 

the same material for the construction of MRRs. Although the 2D design is different we have 

compared our proposed MRRs with Karanth et al. proposed MRRs. Additional results that are 

used to evaluate the performance of the proposed architecture which includes optical signal 

filtered at each MRRs and optical signal latency. 
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6.3 Simulation Methodology for Sustainable Communication for Optical 

NoC  

This section elaborates the simulation methodology used to evaluate our proposed routing 

algorithm’s working in big optical-NoC architecture.  We have considered many optical-NoC 

architecture configurations to evaluate our proposed algorithm like 8×8, 10×10, 12×12----- 

16×16 2D optical-NoC. Simulation is done over Lumerical FDTD 2018a and MATLAB 2019a 

to build a configuration and run routing algorithm respectively. We have used two synthetic 

traffic patterns that include random uniform traffic and hotspot traffic to evaluate our routing 

algorithm. This simulation includes the configuration of a minimum of 64 nodes architecture 

to a maximum of 256 nodes architecture. Table 6.1, represents the simulation parameters used 

while performing an evaluation [21, 39, 91]. Where DDE is considered as data-dependent 

energy and SE stands for static energy. In this simulation, each PE node transmits optical data 

when a token is achieved. 

Table 6.1 

Simulation Parameters used in Optical-NoC 

Parameters Delay DDE SE 

E/O backend 9.5ps 

20fJ/bit 5fJ/bit 

Modulator 3.1ps 

O/E backend 4.0ps 

20fJ/bit 5fJ/bit 

Detector 0.2ps 

Waveguide <1ps - - 

Traffic pattern Random Uniform and Hotspot Traffic 

Token time 5ns 

Packet size 1024 
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6.4 Simulation Methodology for Dealing with Fault Occurrence in Optical 

NoC  

This section elaborates the simulation methodology that helps to support our proposed 

algorithm to tackle the faulty situation in Optical-NoC. We have used Lumerical FDTD and 

MTALB 2019a to simulate our proposed architecture and fault-tolerant routing algorithm. The 

proposed routing algorithm helps to act as a re-routing or backup routing algorithm to tackle a 

major problem statement known as fault occurrence in Optical-NoC. To test our proposed 

architecture, different faulty situations are considered which are discussed in the next 

subsection. Table 6.2 contains the simulation parameters used in the simulation of the proposed 

fault-tolerant routing algorithm. We have evaluated different parameters which support our 

proposed algorithm to deal with the faulty situation in Optical-NoC. These parameters include 

availability ratio, algorithm running time, average hop count, successful delivery ratio, and 

energy consumption.   

Table 6.2: 

Optical-NoC parameters used while simulation 

Network Configuration Parameters 

Topology Type 2D optical-NoC 

Optical-NoC Size 16x16 

Packet size 1024 bit 

Synthetic Traffic 
Random Uniform, Hotspot, Transpose, Bit-

compliment 

Fault Rate 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% 

Energy Consumption in Optical Elements [21, 39, 91] 

E/O backend 
20fJ/bit (DDE),5fJ/bit (SE) 

Modulator 

O/E backend 
20fJ/bit (DDE),5fJ/bit (SE) 

Detector 

Waveguide - 
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6.4.1 Experimental Setup 

This section explains our experimental setup which helps to show the power of the proposed 

routing algorithm in faulty conditions. In this setup, we have considered several synthetic traffic 

patterns and various faulty situations. Under synthetic traffic patterns, we have considered 

uniform random traffic, hotspot traffic, bit-complement traffic, and transpose traffic. We have 

also considered faulty situations of 0% to 20% faulty rate.  Under these faulty conditions 

proposed fault-tolerant routing provides the best optimal path between source and destination. 

 

  

(a): Routing done under 0% fault rate (i.e no faulty PE nodes are present) 

  

(b): Routing done under 5% fault rate (i.e 11 faulty PE nodes are present) 
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(c): Routing done under 10% fault rate (i.e 22 faulty PE nodes are present) 

  

(d): Routing done under 15% fault rate (i.e 34 faulty PE nodes are present) 

  

(e): Routing done under 20% fault rate (i.e 45 faulty PE nodes are present) 

Figure 6.1: Represents plotting of faulty nodes and routing in Optical-NoC under different 

faulty conditions using fault-tolerant routing algorithm. 
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Figure 6.1, represents the communication done under faulty situations. Where Figure 6.1 (a) 

represents the communication under 0% faulty rate in which simple routing is done. In Figure 

6.1 (b) in the case of a 5% faulty rate, there are approx. 11 faulty PE nodes are present. In this, 

we have used a fault-tolerant routing algorithm to perform communication. There are nearly 

about 22 faulty PE nodes present at a 10% faulty rate as per Figure 6.1 (c), in which the fault-

tolerant routing algorithm performs proper communication. In the case of 15%, there are about 

34 faulty PE nodes are present and 45 faulty PE nodes are present at a 20% faulty rate. In both 

cases, fault-tolerant routing algorithms perform perfect communication among nodes as shown 

in Figure 6.1 (d) and Figure 6.1 (e) respectively. 
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CHAPTER 7 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

7.1  Results and Discussion for Modern Architecture for Optical NoC  

This section discusses the proposed architecture's results which include FSR value, FWHM 

value, Finesse value, Q factor, Latency analysis, and optical signal analysis. This result supports 

our proposed 2×2 2D optical-NoC architecture, which was used as a brick-like structure to 

configure other new big architectures without changing overall waveguide deployment. 

 FSR value is considered as one of the important figure of merit for evaluating the proposed 

MRRs. This value represents the spacing between the received resonant peaks filtered through 

MRRs. It often some time limits the optical frequency ranges in which it may be used. However, 

for achieving a good Finesse value, a higher FSR value is preferable which leads to achieving 

better resonator bandwidth.  As per Figure 7.1 (a), the FSR value of each MRR is presented 

while Figure 7.1 (b) represents the comparison between our evaluated FSR values with respect 

to the Karanth et al. work which represents better results up to 28.89nm. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.1: MRRs achieved FSR value. (a) FSR value of four MRR used in the proposed 

architecture. (b) Comparison between achieved avg. FSR value of four MRRs compared to 

Karanth et al. 

 FWHM value is used to describe the transmission characteristics of a particular MRR. The 

FWHM value represents the width of the wavelengths that were filtered from the waveguide. 

Figure 7.2 (a) represents the FWHM value of the proposed four MRR, while Figure 7.2 (b) 
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represents the comparison of achieved FWHM value with respect to the Karanth et al. proposed 

MRR. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.2: MRRs achieved FWHM value. (a) FWHM value of four MRR used in the 

proposed architecture. (b) Comparison between achieved avg. FWHM value of four MRRs 

compared to Karanth et al. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.3: MRRs achieved finesse value. (a) Finesse value of four MRRs used in the 

proposed architecture. (b) Comparison between achieved avg. finesse value of four MRRs 

compared to Karanth et al. 

 

 Finesse value is defined as the ratio of FSR value and FWHM value. It is decided by the 

losses acquired by MRR and independent of the proposed resonator’s length. Thus higher the 

finesse value achieved higher its Q-factor as well as less probability of getting losses while 

performing optical communication. As per Figure 7.3 (a), the proposed MRR's finesse value is 

presented while Figure 7.3 (b), shows a comparison of the proposed finesse value with Karanth 
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et al. finesse value. Our proposed architecture obtained finesse value is up to 41.79, which is 

much better as compared to Karanth et al. work. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.4: MRRs achieved Q-factor. (a) Q-factor of four MRRs used in the proposed 

architecture. (b) Comparison between achieved avg. Q-factor of four MRRs compared to 

Karanth et al. 

 

 Q-factor is considered as one of the main figure of merit which is used to evaluate any 

resonators. The higher the Q-factor, the higher be the essence of the signal filtered from the 

respective waveguide. This property shows a better and good quality of optical signal filtering 

at the specific node from the respective waveguide. As per Figure 7.4 (a), the Q-factor of each 

MRR is presented while in Figure 7.4 (b), a comparison of our achieved Q-factor with Karanth 

et al. work. Q-factor also represents the amount of signal quality received at the receiver. The 

achieved Q-factor of our proposed MRR is about 2238.4 while using optical wavelength 

between 1300nm to 1600nm. 

 Latency analysis represents the time required to communicate between nodes. We have 

simulated the proposed architecture in Lumerical FDTD 2018a, to transmit optical signals from 

one node to another.  Although optics is one of the fastest ways of communication but in 

material (used for waveguide) optical signal reduces its speed. Latency in optical-NoC 

architecture is very low as well as it consumes less power for generating an optical signal. 

Communication latency is one of the promising factor for the construction of optical 

architectures. Figure 7.5 (a), represents the optical signal latency between nodes in 

femtoseconds. In this figure, x-axis represents the receiver while the y-axis represented the 

sender node. While as per Figure 7.5 (b), 3D representation of optical signal latency is presented 
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where receiver and sender are represented by x-axis and y-axis respectively and time is 

represented by z-axis. 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.5: Latency analysis between different PE nodes. (a) The latency between PE 

nodes in 2D graph representation, (b) Latency between PE nodes in 3D graph 

representation. 

 The optical signal analysis represented the simulation of the proposed architecture in FDTD 

simulator. In this, we represent the visual representation of our MRR working in 2×2 optical-

NoC.   As per Table 7.1, each MRR's work is presented and how optical signal is filtered or 

neglected with respect to different wavelengths. These MRRs works as per their configuration 

such as their radius and gap between respective waveguide.  These wavelengths are deployed 

from PE nodes to other MRRs. Thus overall 2×2 2D optical-NoC works perfectly as shown in 

Table 7.1, which helps to extract the particular optical signal of the desired wavelength. 

Table 7.1:  

Optical signal analysis between MRR. 

From  MRR 1 MRR 2 MRR 3 MRR 4 

MRR 1 NULL 

   

To 
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MRR 2 

 

NULL 

  

MRR 3 

  

NULL 

 

MRR 4 

   

NULL 

 

 Brick-like structure, the constructed 2×2 optical-NoC is proposed to overcome a major 

drawback observed in optical-NoC architectures. In those architectures, waveguide deployment 

plays a major role in providing proper communication among PE nodes. These waveguide 

deployments between nodes are very complex in nature as compared to the wired and wireless 

links. While on the other hand in case to increase the size of the optical-NoC architecture, most 

of the architectures have to modify overall waveguide deployment among nodes. 

        
(a) (b) 
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As per Figure 7.6 (a), the proposed 2×2 optical-NoC architecture act as a brick-like structure 

to configure other big architectures. Figure 7.6 (b), shows 4×4 optical-NoC architecture in 

which five bricks are used i.e. five 2×2 optical-NoC architectures are used. Figure 7.6 (c), 

shows the configuration of 6×6 optical-NoC architecture in which 13 bricks are used. Thus our 

proposed architecture helps to construct other optical-NoC architecture without modifying 

overall waveguide placement among PE nodes. Furthermore, the proposed 2×2 architecture 

helps to construct different big architecture like 4×4, 6×6, 8×8, 10×10, 12×12, -----N×N with 

the same bricks and less complex design nature. 

 

Figure 7.6: Optical-NoC architectures (a) 4×4 optical-NoC using 5 2×2 brick, (b) 2×2 

optical-NoC architecture as a brick, (c) 6×6 optical-NoC using 13 2×2 brick 

(c) 
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7.1.1 Summary 

This section addresses our first objective, which deals with the construction of new 2×2 optical-

NoC architecture. This architecture is constructed to provide a proper waveguide deployment 

among PE nodes. The PE nodes are connected to waveguide through MRR, which are designed 

to filter specific optical signals of defined wavelength from the main waveguide. Proposed 

MRR shows better results as per specific figure of merits. While other performance parameters 

show better results that support our optical-NoC architecture, one of the promising results that 

we have achieved is communicational latency. As per the communication, latency is one of the 

promising factors in any NoC architecture. The communicational latency of the proposed 

architecture is measured between 200 to 400 femtoseconds. Furthermore, this architecture is 

proposed to use as a brick-like structure, which helps to construct other new optical-NoC 

architectures like 4×4, 6×6, 8×8, ----- N×N. 

 

7.2  Results and Discussion for Sustainable Communication for Optical NoC 

This section elaborates the result parameters that we have taken to evaluate our proposed 

algorithm. These parameters include a new qualitative diagram, deadlock prevention, average 

hop count, link utilization, algorithm running time, and energy communication while 

communicating among PE nodes. All these evaluations include random uniform traffic and 

hotspot traffic patterns in different NoC configurations. 

 The qualitative diagram provides detailed information about optical transmission in NoC. 

In this, each process is mentioned from starting an optical transmission to stopping an ongoing 

optical transmission. Each step carries its work to perform optical transmission successfully as 

per Figure 4.1 as mentioned in chapter 4. The path reservation criteria have many flaws like 

providing resource starvation, idle node usage, and path blocking issues.  
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To counter this problem statement known as path reservation criteria, the proposed new 

architecture and routing protocol works on a new qualitative diagram shown in Figure 7.7. This 

approach is different from an old qualitative diagram in many ways, first, it removes path 

reservation criteria, supports several sources and destination nodes at a particular time, and also 

removes path blocking issues. Overall our proposed new qualitative diagram shows better 

performance while performing optical communication. 

 Dealing with the Deadlock situation is one of the promising solutions of many systems. 

Deadlock situation occurs for any reason and causes huge loss for overall NoCs performance.  

For avoiding deadlock, many researchers have proposed dedicated algorithms, these algorithm 

uses extra computation time as well as a resource to eliminate deadlock situations. The most 

common techniques used by researchers are the use of virtual channels, a direct connection 

between high-priority PE nodes, and traffic load management. 

𝑆𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 N  

 

𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 M  

𝑇MESSAGE−TRANSMISSION 𝑇Token ACHIEVED  

Figure 7.7: New qualitative time diagram between source and destination. 

 

𝑇PATH−RESERVATION 
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To avoid a deadlock situation, we have used two major steps first one token time management, 

and second is the use of independent wavelengths while performing optical transmission. Using 

the token base protocol provides starvation-free resource management and also helps to 

eliminate path-blocking issues. On the other hand, the use of independent wavelength helps to 

communicate between nodes without interfering with other's optical signals as shown in Figure 

7.8. These two steps help to achieve deadlock avoidance and proper communication among PE 

nodes.  

 Hop Count is considered one of the promising results of NoCs. Hop count is considered as 

the total sub-destination covered by the packet before reaching its original destination. The 

number of sub destinations provides a huge impact on overall QoS while performing optical 

communication. In this, we have compared our proposed 4x4 Optical-NoC architecture with 

4x4 wired-NoC and 4×4 wireless-NoC. We have considered two cases to compare hop count. 

Best case scenario, in which communication is done between neighbouring nodes, while the 

worst-case scenario contains communication between the edges.   

MRR for each Node Desired Wavelength 

Figure 7.8: Working of each node with help of MRR for elimination deadlock situation. 
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The comparison of the hop count is presented in Figure 7.9, in the best-case scenario proposed 

Optical-NoC achieves the same results of one-hop count between neighbouring nodes. While 

in the worst-case scenario proposed Optical-NoC achieves higher results as compared to 

wireless-NoC and better results as compared to wired-NoC. Thus, the proposed Optical-NoC 

achieved the maximum of three hop counts in a worst-case scenario which may provide better 

QoS and help to reduce overall optical transmission latency.  

 Link Utilization is also known as the amount of data traversing between nodes. The higher 

the link utilization higher be the reliability of the network. It also affects all-over performance 

as it removes idle node usage. The proposed routing methodology achieves good results in the 

case of link utilization, we have compared the proposed routing algorithm with MILP and CAR 

algorithm [60]. In this, we used different configurations between 8×8, 10×10 to 16×16 Optical-

NoC architecture. As per Figure 7.10, the proposed algorithm achieved the same results as 

compared to MILP, which shows 100% link utilization. As compared to the CAR algorithm, 

the proposed routing algorithm achieves better results while the CAR algorithm degrades link 

utilization as network size increases. The achieved results show full utilization of the network 

and better performance while communicating among nodes.   

Figure 7.9: Comparisons of hop count in 4x4 mesh NoC architectures 
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 Algorithm Running Time, this illustrate the required running time of the proposed new 

routing algorithm. The proposed routing algorithm was compared with MILP and CAR 

algorithms. As per Figure 7.11, the proposed routing algorithm provides good results (<1 

second) as per MILP and shows the same results in the case of CAR. These algorithms are used 

to evaluate the same configuration of optical-NoC (8×8 to 16×16.)  

 

Figure 7.10: Comparisons of link utilization on different Optical-NoC sizes. 

Figure 7.11: Comparisons of an algorithm running time. 
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 Energy Consumption is considered as one of the promising factors of every system. We 

have compared the energy consumption under synthetic traffic patterns and different Optical-

NoC configurations. This synthetic traffic includes random uniform traffic and hotspot traffic. 

 

Figure 7.12, shows the energy usage while communicating data packets from one node to 

another node using an optical signal. Energy consumption directly depends upon the number of 

hops used to reach the destination. To evaluate these results we have used random uniform 

traffic in which sender and receiver are generated randomly all over the network. While in the 

case of hotspot traffic we consider the center as the main destination and senders are generated 

randomly. Simulation results show minimum energy usage of 0.06nJ/packet and maximum 

energy usage of 0.78nJ/packet while performing optical commutation between nodes. 

 

 

Figure 7.12: Energy consumption used to perform optical transmission on different 

Optical-NoC architecture under synthetic traffic patterns. 
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7.2.1  Summary  

Routing is one of the main processes that is used to transmit or forward the data packet in an 

appropriate path between source and destination. These appropriate paths increase the network 

performance in terms of efficient routing and maintaining optical QoS. The proposed routing 

algorithm provides a new qualitative diagram that removes the path reservation criteria. Using 

an alternate method instead of path reservation criteria helps to remove major issues in optical 

transmission like idle nodes usage, resource starvation issues as well as path blocking issues. 

This algorithm is independent of the network size and provides proper optical communication 

in different Optical-NoC architectures (8×8, 10×10, ---, 16×16). Simulation shows promising 

results in terms of hop count, link utilization, and deadlock avoidance. Furthermore, the 

proposed algorithm helps to achieve the shortest path between source and destination same as 

XY routing and odd-even routing.    

 

7.3 Results and Discussion for Dealing with Fault Occurrence in Optical NoC 

This section discussed the results that we have evaluated to support our proposed routing 

algorithm.  Under different synthetic traffic patterns and the faulty rate, we have evaluated 

availability ratio, algorithm running time, successful delivery ratio, average hop count, and 

increase in energy consumption under faulty situations while finding an alternate optimal path 

between source and destination.      

 Network Availability is considered as one of the main factors for evaluating fault tolerance 

in Optical-NoC architecture. This availability provides us the information regarding the 

network capability for performing communication in case of fault occurrence. In network 

availability we have to calculate Mean Time to Between Failure (MTBF) and Mean Time To 

Repair (MTTR), equation 7.1 helps to calculate the availability ratio [98].  

Availability =
MTBF

MTTR+MTBF
× 100                                      (7.1) 

MTBF is considered as the number of failures encountered in a particular time period. In this, 

we have simulated our proposed architecture a number of times under a synthetic traffic pattern. 

This MTBF is calculated by equation 7.2, which includes total operating time over the number 

of failure encounters. 
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𝑀𝑇𝐵𝐹 =  
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑟 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟
                                    (7.2) 

MTTR represents the overall recovery power, i.e. it concludes the total time required to perform 

recovery in architecture over the total number of repairs done. As per equation 7.3, MTTR can 

be calculated represented below. 

𝑀𝑇𝑇𝑅 =  
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟
                                          (7.3) 

  

(a) (b) 

 
 

(c) (d) 

Figure 7.14: Availability ratio in 16x16 Optical-NoC (a) Random Uniform Traffic, (b) 

Hotspot, (c) Bit-complement, and (d) Transpose traffic under the different faulty percentage 
 

Figure 7.14, represents the availability rate concluded by the above equation under different 

synthetic patterns. As per Figure 7.14 (a), random uniform traffic is considered in which under 

maximum faulty rates, 72% availability is achieved. In Figure 7.14 (b), the hotspot traffic 

pattern is considered under maximum fault rate, 74% of availability is achieved. In Figure 7.14 
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(c), bit-complement traffic under maximum fault rate achieves 68% availability. In last Figure 

7.14 (d), transpose traffic is used which achieves 70% availability under maximum fault rate.  

 Algorithm Running Time includes the overall running time of the fault-tolerant routing 

algorithm under faulty condition. This algorithm provides an alternate shortest path among 

nodes, eliminates faulty PE nodes at run time, and updates the knowledge base at the same time 

under different faulty conditions. As per Figure 7.15, the average algorithm running time is 

presented under different synthetic traffic patterns. 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 7.15: Running time of Fault tolerant-routing algorithm in 16x16 Optical-NoC. (a) 

Random Uniform Traffic, (b) Hotspot, (c) Bit-complement, and (d) Transpose traffic under 

different faulty percentages. 
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Figure 7.15, represents algorithm running time to achieve fault-tolerant nature in Optical-NoC. 

As per Figure 7.15 (a), random uniform traffic is considered in which under maximum faulty 

rates, 90ms is required to generate the next optimal solution. In Figure 7.15 (b), the hotspot 

traffic pattern is considered under maximum fault rate, 60ms is required to generate the next 

optimal solution. In Figure 7.15 (c), bit-complement traffic under maximum fault rate 98ms 

required to provide an alternate optimal path. In last Figure 7.15 (d), transpose traffic is used 

which requires 94ms to achieve the next optimal path.  

 Average Hop Count is considered as one of the important parameters of NoC. Hop count 

directly influences overall communication latency as well as QoS. Hop between the PE nodes 

means the number of intermediate devices a particular data packet passes before reaching its 

destination. These devices include a number of MRR, routers, and power amplifiers to boost a 

signal. In our proposed architecture number of hop count in 0% fault rate can be calculated by 

equation 7.4 as shown below where n represented the total number of PE nodes and 𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 

represents a maximum number of hop count. 

𝐻𝑚𝑎𝑥 =  √𝑛 − 1                                             (7.4) 

  

(a) (b) 

Minimum Increase       
Maximum Increase      

Minimum Increase       
Maximum Increase      
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(c) (d) 

Figure 7.16: Average hop-count increase percentage in 16x16 optical-NoC. (a) Random 

Uniform Traffic, (b) Hotspot, (c) Bit-complement, and (d) Transpose traffic under the 

different faulty percentage 

Figure 7.16, represents the average hop count required to deliver packets between source and 

destination. In random uniform traffic, the proposed routing algorithm achieves a maximum 

increase of up to 30% in the case of the 20% fault rate shown in Figure 7.16 (a). In the case of 

hot-spot traffic under maximum fault rate, a 15% increase is observed shown in Figure 7.16 

(b). In the case of bit-compliment traffic, a 30% increase is observed in the case of maximum 

fault. In the last case of transpose traffic, a 28% increase is observed under the maximum fault 

rate.  

 Successful Delivery Ratio is considered as the successful delivery of data packet or we may 

say a proper path between source and destination under faulty conditions. This also represents 

the working capability of Optical-NoC under faulty conditions. Figure 7.17 represents the 

successful delivery ratio under different synthetic traffic patterns. 

As per Figure 7.17 (a), we have considered random uniform traffic in which we have achieved 

about 100% delivery in 0% fault rate and the delivery rate falls up to 90% in case of a maximum 

fault rate of 20%. As per Figure 7.17 (b), we have used hotspot traffic in which we received 

about 100% delivery ratio till 10% fault rate while maximum falls up to 95% in case of 20% 

fault rate. In the case of bit-compliment traffic, we have seen about 88% fall in delivery ratio 

under a maximum fault occurrence of 20%, as shown in Figure 7.17 (c). Lastly, we have used 

transpose traffic shown in Figure 7.17 (d), in which maximum fall is seen up to 87.8% under a 

Minimum Increase       
Maximum Increase      

Minimum Increase       
Maximum Increase      
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maximum fault occurrence rate of 20%. In the proposed methodology, we have achieved about 

88% of the lowest delivery ratio which shows acceptable results in case of a faulty situation. 

  

(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 7.17: Successful Delivery ratio percentage in 16x16 optical-NoC (a) Random 

Uniform Traffic, (b) Hotspot, (c) Bit-complement, and (d) Transpose traffic under the 

different faulty percentage. 
  

 Average Energy Consumption, energy consumption plays an important role in making the 

system energy efficient. These energy conservation properties help to achieve better throughput 

as well as increase overall performance. This simulation helps us to examine its overall 

increased energy consumption while determining a new path under faulty conditions.  
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(a) (b) 

  

(c) (d) 

Figure 7.18: Energy Usage increase percentage in 16x16 optical-NoC (a) Random 

Uniform Traffic, (b) Hotspot, (c) Bit-complement, and (d) Transpose traffic under the 

different faulty percentage 
 

As per Figure 7.18 (a), we have used a random uniform traffic pattern which helps to achieve a 

minimum of 12% increase in energy usage and a maximum of 30% increase under 20% fault 

rate. In Figure 7.18 (b), we have seen about a minimum of 7% minimum energy usage and a 

maximum of 15% increase in energy consumption under maximum fault rate. As per figure 

7.18 (c), we have seen about an 11.5% minimum increase in energy consumption while 30% of 

maximum energy consumption is under the maximum fault rate. As per Figure 7.18 (d), we 

have used a transpose traffic pattern which shows 12% of the minimum increase in energy 

consumption and 27% maximum energy consumption under 20% fault rate. Although, the 

energy consumption in NoC to transmit data packets is directly dependent upon the number of 

Minimum Increase       
Maximum Increase      

Minimum Increase       
Maximum Increase      

Minimum Increase       
Maximum Increase      

Minimum Increase       
Maximum Increase      
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hop count used. Thus, the maximum energy usage seen in the proposed architecture is up to 

30% same as the hop count. 

7.3.1 Summary  

Fault occurrence is a natural phenomenon, while a large portion of research and development 

(R&D) costs are utilized to make a system more fault-tolerant.  In this section, we have 

discussed the probability of getting a faulty situation in optical NoC and also proposed a fault-

tolerant routing algorithm to deal with that situation. We have also calculated the system's 

reliability which tells us how reliable our proposed architecture is in case of fault occurrence. 

Additionally, we have evaluated our proposed fault-tolerant routing algorithm with several 

parameters which shows good results. These results support our proposed algorithm and show 

the fault tolerance power of our proposed architecture. These parameters include delivery ratio, 

energy consumption, hop count, algorithm running time, and availability rate. Out of all these 

parameter availability rate shows the main result which represents how much our architecture 

is ready to work under faulty conditions. Thus, we may say that our proposed algorithm makes 

optical-NoC more fault-tolerant and provides better results in case of fault occurrence. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 

8.1 Conclusion  

This work addresses the issues regarding optical-NoC architecture and routing algorithms, 

which are considered as the future of high computational systems. The purpose of this work is 

to develop an Optical-NoC architecture that helps to provide a proper communicational channel 

among PE nodes. The primary objective of this thesis was to develop a new Optical-NoC 

architecture to overcome some challenges. Overall work is divided into three objectives which 

include the proposed new Optical-NoC architecture and two routing algorithms that help to 

perform proper communication among PE nodes.   

These works represent a new 2×2 Optical-NoC architecture, which helps to connect each PE 

node to the main waveguide. The proposed architecture is used as a brick-like structure to 

construct architectures. In this work, the opto-optic MRR was proposed to extract or provide 

proper optical filtering. This proposed MRR works on a specific wavelength according to their 

design specification, which helps to provide proper optical filtering. Furthermore, the 

simulation results show the proper working of the proposed architecture, optical signal filtering, 

and communication latency in femto-seconds between PE nodes. Proposed architecture helps 

to construct other big architecture like 4×4, 6×6-----N×N by configuring proposed brick-like 

structure. 

In this thesis, a routing algorithm is proposed to perform efficient communication among PE 

nodes. The proposed algorithm helps to provide communication in big architecture composed 

of several 2×2 bricks. This work also helps to provide solutions regarding path reservation 

criteria, which results in overall performance degradation. The proposed algorithm is inspired 

by XY routing and odd-even routing which helps to determine the shortest path between PE 

nodes. Simulation results show promising results in terms of removing path reservation criteria, 

less hop count, proper link utilization, and dealing with deadlock situations. These results show 

proper working of the proposed algorithm which may help to provide optimal and efficient 

optical path for communication among the Optical-NoC’s architecture. 
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This work also proposed another routing algorithm known as fault-tolerant routing algorithm 

which helps to deal with faulty situations in Optical-NoC architecture. Fault occurrence is one 

of the major problem statements in Optical-NoC's architecture, due to its delicate nature. In 

case of fault occurrence simple routing fails to achieve destination, thus results in full system 

failure. To deal with faulty situations, the proposed fault-tolerant routing algorithm helps to 

achieve an alternate path set up between PE nodes. Furthermore, to evaluate our proposed 

algorithm's working, different faulty situations are created with a minimum of 0% fault rate to 

20% maximum fault rate. The simulation results show proper working of the fault-tolerant 

algorithm under different faulty situations and provides better results in terms of availability, 

hop count, and delivery ratio. Thus, the proposed algorithm may help to construct fault-tolerant 

Optical-NoC architecture.    

In this thesis, Optical-NoC's architecture and two routing algorithms are developed to provide 

high communication power. The performance of the proposed architecture and routing 

algorithm may help to overcome the gap between communication power and computation 

power. It is also noticed that adaptive routing algorithms are capable of providing high 

performance as well as helps to deal with faulty situations.      

8.2 Future Scope 

In the future, the use of real-time traffic patterns is used to determine the performance of the 

proposed architecture and two routing algorithms. Further, machine learning techniques will be 

used to design routing algorithms. These technique helps to generate the best optimal solution 

regarding deadlock situations, path setup rate, and faulty situations.   
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